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‘Right now, conditions are good’

Planting in region rallies after weather conditions kept growers off fields
By JONATHAN CRIBBS
Associate Editor

Farmers caught up last week after
rainy and cold weather significantly
delayed planting across the Delmarva

region, the USDA reported.
The May 9 Crop Progress report
showed that Maryland farmers had
planted roughly a quarter of their corn,
far below the 42-percent five-year
average.

By May 16, 56 percent had been
planted, just 3 percent short of the
weekly five-year average.
See PLANTING
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Farmers have long struggled
with fewer and fewer meat
processors. Is momentum now
improving? See Mid-Atlantic
Beef & Dairy Farmer.
Farmer.

Virginia Tech’s Madelynn Todd
has traveled a very different
road than other students seeking a degree in animal science.
See Page 2.

Symptoms of Pythium root rot can include stunted, slower growing plants, to severely infected, dead plants. Research underway
at the University of Delaware aims to improve management strategies for the plant pathogen.
Photo courtesy Alyssa Koehler

UD team tracking Pythium root rot
Research looks at controlling pathogen after seed treatment wanes
By SEAN CLOUGHERTY
Managing Editor

Follow us on

GEORGETOWN, Del. — The region’s recent dry spell has incidence of
Pythium root rot in corn fairly low so

far this year, but research into the plant
pathogen by a University of Delaware
team is expanding.
After cold wet springs in recent
years ushered in a big influx of Pythium cases, Alyssa Koehler, UD Exten-

sion field crops pathologist, and a pair
of graduate students began cataloging
what species of Pythium are occurring
See PYTHIUM
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Southern Maryland Meats sets application process
HUGHESVILLE, Md. — The Southern Maryland Meats Program announced the opening of its application
process for the 2021 SMM Junior
Livestock Program.
The program was developed to
engage young people in raising high
quality meat animals adhering to
Southern Maryland Meats’ standards
for feed, humane treatment and responsible raising practices, and ultimately
to incentivize participation in the adult
SMM marketing program.
The SMM Junior Livestock Program is open to youth age 8 to 21
years old involved in livestock pro-

‘I try to find
new ways
every day’

duction and resident of Anne Arundel,
Calvert, Charles, Prince George’s and
St. Mary’s counties. Eligible livestock
projects include beef, sheep, hogs,
goats, poultry and rabbits. Southern
Maryland youth, including 4-H and
FFA members, are encouraged to apply.
According to the Southern Maryland
Agriculture Development Commission,
72 youth have successfully completed
the program requirements since the
inception of the Junior Membership
Program in 2017.
Junior members are supported for
their efforts with free promotional
materials (stall cards and t-shirts) to

highlight their SMM livestock projects
during the fair show season. Upon successful completion of the Jr. Program,
participants will be presented with a
$100 Completion Award (as funding
allows). To be eligible for the final
Completion Award Juniors are required
to submit an essay on one of the three
topics listed below:  
• Imagine it is your job to teach
someone younger than you how to
properly care for an animal. What
would you teach them?
• Many kids who live in cities
have never visited a farm and think
their food comes from the grocery

Adversity inspires Todd
to study animal science
By JANE W. GRAHAM

to hold it with pride.”
To do this she turned to a resource
she and her mother developed after
the death of her father when she was 7
years old, the love of animals.
Todd said she and her mom became
interested in animal rehab as the reSee TODD

See BRONAUGH

Madelynn Todd, Virginia Tech’s 2021 Outstanding Senior in College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences, said researching her own medical challenges fostered a passion
for the science of medicine, especially veterinary medicine.
Photo courtesy Madelynn Todd

pop and saw that she got immediate
medical attention. She said it took
months to get a diagnosis and when
she finally had surgery, it failed after
just five minutes.
She has now had 13 surgeries in
total.
“I hated it! I resented it!” she said of
her condition. “I kind of love it now in
a way. I used to be impatient. I’ve tried

Bronaugh
confirmed
as deputy
secretary

WASHINGTON — Former Virginia Commissioner of Agriculture,
Dr. Jewel Bronaugh was confirmed on
May 13 as Deputy Secretary of
the USDA.
I n a voic e
vote, the U.S.
Senate conf ir med Bronaugh, who was
officially sworn
into office on
May 17.
Jewel Bronaugh
“I am grateful for today’s confirmation of Jewel
Bronaugh as Deputy Secretary of the
USDA,” said Tom Vilsack, USDA
secretary. Bronaugh’s confirmation is
historic, as she will serve as the first
Black woman and woman of color to
serve as Deputy Secretary. Bronaugh
has a long, distinguished career as an
educator and champion for farmers and
rural communities.”
Bronaugh was appointed the 16th
Commissioner of the Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services in 2018 by Gov. Ralph Northam.
She previously served as the Virginia
State Executive Director for the USDA
Farm Service Agency, appointed by
Gov. Terry McAuliffe and then-U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture, Tom Vilsack, in July 2015. Prior to her FSA
appointment, she served as Dean of the
College of Agriculture at Virginia State
University with oversight of Extension,
Research and Academic Programs.
Previously she was the Associate Administrator for Extension Programs and
a 4-H Extension Specialist.
In spring 2019, Dr. Bronaugh
launched the Virginia Farmer Stress
Task Force to raise awareness and co-

AFP Correspondent

BLACKSBURG, Va. — Virginia
Tech’s 2021 Outstanding Senior in
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Madelynn Todd, has traveled a
very different road than other students
seeking a degree in animal science.
It has taken her from a Junior Olympic soccer team to a path she hopes
leads to veterinary school. There have
been obstacles along the way.
“It’s been quite an adventure,” the
upbeat student said in a telephone interview from her home in Virginia Beach.
The adventure stretched to others as
Dr. David Gerrard, head of the college’s
Department of Animal and Poultry Sciences, revealed in a letter nominating
Todd for the award.
“I wish to share my raw feelings
about Madelynn when I first met
her,” he wrote. “Of course, like any
good mentor, I perused her academic
standing closely and briefly reviewed
some of her activities. As I anxiously
awaited meeting with this very special
student, I was absolutely in awe to see
her ‘wheel’ her way down the hallway.
While I readily admit being taken back
by finding she was disabled, I was even
more amazed by her accomplishments
and tenacity to overcome the obstacles
she had been dealt in life.”
While Gerrard discreetly left mention of Todd’s health problems until
deep within his letter, she eagerly
began talking about the reasons she is
wheelchair-bound.
She suffers from Ehlerso-Danlos
Syndrome (EDS), a connective tissue
disorder that causes joints to disconnect. She was on a Junior Olympic
soccer team when her shoulder began
dislocating an estimated 20-25 times
a day.
A soccer trainer heard her shoulder

store. What would you teach them?
• What are your personal rewards
for raising a healthy animal? What
are some tough things that you have
learned?
• Has raising healthy animals taught
you anything about yourself? What are
those things?
Applications for the SMM Junior
Program must be submitted by June
15, 2021. Find the online 2021 Jr. Application Form and full program details
on the ‘Junior Program’ page at SouthernMarylandMeats.com. For questions
contact Craig Sewell, SMM Marketing
& Livestock Manager, at 410-271-1469.
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EDITORIAL

Trying to see ‘30 x 30’

When President Joe Biden issued a
commitment in January to preserve 30
percent of the nation’s land and water by
2030, details on how his administration
was going to do that were scant, causing
tremendous worry that a federal land grab
was afoot.
After a multi-agency report, “Conserving
and Restoring America the Beautiful,” was
sent to the National Climate Task Force and
made public, the so-called 30 x 30 initiative
still lacks concrete details, but a clearer
picture could be developing.
The report outlined eight principles
intended to guide the initiative, several of
which pertain to agriculture.
It indicates that conservation work should
collaborate with and include all stakeholders
including farmers and recommends that the
existing contributions from farms and rural
communities be recognized and encouraged.
It also states that private-property rights
should be respected and that farming should
be maintained on both public and private
lands.
“President Biden has recognized and
honored the leadership role that farmers,
ranchers, forest owners, and fishers already
play in the conservation of the nation’s lands,
waters, and wildlife, and has made clear that
his administration will support voluntary
stewardship efforts that are already underway
across the country’s lands and waters,” the

report said.
The report drew modest applause from
agriculture groups who noted signs of their
solicited feedback in the principles.
“This is a productive starting point that
builds on the input of a diverse array of
stakeholders — and moving forward, our
focus will be on holding the administration
and federal agencies to it,” said Kaitlynn
Glover, National Cattlemen’s Beef
Associaiton executive director of natural
resources and Public Lands Council executive
director.
American Farm Bureau Federation
President Zippy Duvall called the report “a
philosophical document that emphasizes
important principles such as incentive-based
voluntary conservation, protecting personal
and property rights and continued ranching
on public lands, but it lacks specifics.”
Be sure that as those details are clarified,
farm groups will be right there, waiting to
pounce on anything that doesn’t stick to the
promises made.
According to the National Farmers Union,
44 percent of U.S. land is in agriculture of
some type, making it absolutely essential that
agriculture is incorporated into any broader
conservation endeavors.
With a path to reach the president’s goal
still a bit hazy, farmers and the groups that
represent them can’t take their eyes off the
road.

VIEWPOINT

Specialty crops: Industry of potential
By AUSTIN GELLINGS
(Editor’s note: Austin Gellings is agricultural
services manager for the Association of Equipment Manufacturers.)
Most of us eat some type of specialty crop
every single day. Whether you’re eating your fruits
and vegetables, or even using certain seasonings
to help complete that perfect dish, you’re using
specialty crops.
Despite the widespread prevalence of specialty
crops — along with the fact they currently possess
a market value of $79.8 billion (which accounts for
more than 16% of total agricultural output) — so
often this segment of agriculture gets overlooked.
Specialty Crops Explained
It’s easy to understand why. “Specialty crops” is
a relatively broad term, and one which encompasses many different things. According to the 2004
Farm Bill, specialty crops are defined as “fruits
and vegetables, tree nuts, dried fruits, horticulture,
and nursery crops (including floriculture).” Even
this definition is broad, given that so many different products can fall under “fruits” and “vegetables.” And often, when we talk about agriculture,
the focus finds itself aimed primarily at row crops
or animal agriculture. While row crops constitute

a select few crops that are oftentimes harvested
with a combine and make up the majority of U.S.
farmland, specialty crops are most often found in
California and Florida.
However, the number of specialty crops being
planted are growing more and more in areas across
the United States. Recent estimates found there
are now more than 184,000 specialty crops farms
spanning over 10.4 million acres of farmland.
Despite the fact that U.S. specialty crop production is a big part of overall U.S. agricultural
production, it does face a number of significant
challenges.
Challenges And Opportunities
U.S. producers often find themselves at a disadvantage on a global (and even domestic) scale
because, in most areas across the country, yearround production is impossible. And, unlike with
row crops, specialty crops can’t be raised in bulk
and stored to be sold throughout the year due to
freshness concerns. In addition, specialty crops
are often much more weather sensitive than their
row-crop counterparts. This makes them extremely vulnerable to instances like the recent extreme
weather seen across the southern part of the U.S.,
See GELLINGS
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Navigating Maryland’s open burn laws
(This column should not be
interpreted as legal or financial
advice for the reader.)
Burning things like trees, crop
residuals, fertilizer bags, livestock
bedding, even garbage can be a
routine part of operating a farm.
But, navigating Maryland’s laws
governing open burning can be
confusing, and costly if you get it
wrong.
It is always prudent to check with
local authorities before you burn,
but here’s some information that can

AG LAW
By NICOLE COOK
Environmental and Agricultural
Faculty Legal Specialist, UMES
help you know what to ask them.
Start At: MDE’s Regulations
Must Allow It: All open fires

in Maryland are regulated
under Maryland Department of
the Environment Air Quality
Regulations.
Depending on what’s being
burned, where and how it’s being
burned, and also why it’s being
burned, Maryland’s Department of
Natural Resources and/or Maryland’s
Department of Health may also
be involved, as may other local
officials.
But, whenever you’re planning
an open burn, the starting point
is always that, under MDE’s

regulations, no one can cause or
permit an “open fire” except as
specifically provided by MDE’s
regulations.
An “open fire” is “a fire where
any material is burned in the open or
in a receptacle other than a furnace,
incinerator, or other equipment
connected to a stack or chimney.”
Open Fires That Are Allowed
Without A Permit: MDE’s
regulations do allow certain open
See COOK
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Access expanded to capital for small rural businesses
The USDA recently announced
that it has implemented a series of
actions to make it easier for very
small rural businesses to get access
to capital.
The department published a final
rule outlining changes to the Rural
Microentrepreneur Assistance Program.
The program provides loans and
grants to microenterprise development organizations to help them
establish revolving loan programs to
assist microenterprises, businesses
with 10 or fewer full-time employees.

KEEPING
THE FARM
By TERRY ROSTA
Acting State Director
Virginia Rural Development
The program also provides annual
funding to development organizations to conduct training and provide

technical assistance to microloan
borrowers.
USDA made the improvements
to implement changes required in
the 2018 Farm Bill and to make
the program more effective, more
user-friendly and more consistent
with other USDA business programs.
Among other things, these improvements:
• Allow microlenders to receive
their initial technical assistance
grant in an amount up to 25 percent of their new loan amount. The
maximum loan amount remains at

$500,000. The previous grant limit
was 25 percent of the first $400,000
plus 5 percent of the amount over
$400,000.
• Allow a microlender’s technical
assistance funds to be replenished
annually to a minimum of 20 percent of its outstanding loans to small
businesses, not to exceed 25 percent
of its loan balance, subject to the
availability of appropriated funds.
The maximum percentage is not
See ROSTA
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MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS

Financial stress
and the farm

By JESSE KETTERMAN
(Editor’s note: Jesse Ketterman
is a Family and Consumer Sciences
agent for University of Maryland
Extension, serving Allegany, Garrett,
and Washington counties. This is the
fourth article in a four-part series
for The Delmarva Farmer by the
University of Maryland Extension
for Mental Health Awareness Month.
An expanded group of articles will
be posted online throughout May at
www.go.umd.edu/farmstressmanagement.)
Farm and farm families experience stress due to the interconnectedness between healthy farm businesses and healthy family members.
Stress and the ability to respond
appropriately, impacts financial,
physical and mental health.
Between 2013 and 2019, farmers
were dealing with a 50-percent loss
of net farm income and a 30-percent
increase in debt (Perdue, 2019).
According to a 2019 Capital One
CreditWise survey, 73 percent of
Americans rank their finances as the
number one stress in life.
Depending on your business
structure, your finances between the

farm and farm family may be intertwined or separate, so I would like
to share some resources that address
both structures.
The first step is understanding
your current financial situation.
There are some self-assessment tools
for the farm business and the individual or family. For the individual
or family, you may start with the Financial Fitness Quiz at https://njaes.
rutgers.edu/money/assessment-tools/.
This will give you an idea of your
current situation and give you some
areas where you may want to improve. The Farm and Ranch Stress
Test, available at https://extension.
okstate.edu/fact-sheets/print-publications/agec/farm-and-ranch-stresstest-agec-237.pdf, can provide similar
insight into your farming operation.
Now that you have a better understanding of your situation, it is time
to come up with a financial plan.
On the individual or family side, it
would be a spending plan or budget.
The Your Money Your Goals Toolkit
by the FDIC includes tools you can
use to track expenses and develop
a budget. University of Maryland
See KETTERMAN
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"In Farming... Experience Counts!"

PROTECT YOUR CROPS
WITH FIRE/HAIL COVERAGE
101 W Market St | Georgetown, DE

302-855-0800

Email agents@kingcrop.com | www.kingcrop.com
This agency is an equal opportunity provider
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Global influencing current fuel price volatility

The price volatility we have seen
this past month has been extraordinary.
Increased export sales caused low
ending old crop stocks.
This coupled with dryness in
South America fed the bullish speculators.
When this happens, prices
normally go higher than their true
economic value and a correction
normally follows.
With tensions in the Middle East,
escalating fuel prices, a crisis at the
southern U.S. border, and now inflation, it is hard to project prices going
forward.
I hope that the series I did on
China will convince you that you
cannot believe anything that comes
from there.
They are out to buy influence,
strategic businesses, merging economies and eventually rule the world.
On May 20, July old crop corn
closed at $6.61 down from the high
of $7.31 on May 13 and trading sideways the last few days.
The December new crop future
closed at $5.43 on May 20.

GRAIN
MARKETING
By JOHN HALL
Commodities Analyst
This is down from a high of $6.38
on May 7.
This harvest future has been trading sideways in the $5.25-to-$5.49
range the past few days.
July old crop beans closed at
$15.41 on May 20, down from a high
of $16.66 on May 12.
New crop November futures
closed at $13.71 this same day down
from a high of $14.60 on May 12.
This new crop harvest future is
now trading in the $14.00 range.
July wheat closed at $6.81 down
from a high of $7.67 on May 7.
So what happened on May 12.
The USDA Supply and Demand
Report that Rob Davis shared with

Ag groups make
united, hollow call on
meatpackers to play nice
On May 17, six farm groups
joined voices to call on the USDA,
Congress, and the Department of
Justice to ensure a “more financially
sustainable situation for cattle feeders and cow-calf producers.”
That’s make-nice farm talk for
“Meatpackers are skinning U.S.
cattlemen so badly now that we six,
not-usually-friendly groups ask the
federal government — swamp or no
swamp — to do something fast to
save what’s left of our well-tanned
hides.”
The fact that it took the farm
group officials a whole day to
hammer out a very modest agenda
on what to do, then an entire week
to agree on what to say in the brief
press release, shows just how far a
reach it was for some of these leaders to even shake hands.
The six groups represented at
the meeting were the always firstamong-equals, the American Farm
Bureau Federation; its political and
policy counterweight, the National
Farmers Uniom; the big hats of the
National Cattlemen’s Beef Association, or NCBA; its archrival critic,
R-CALF USA; the milder, smaller
U.S. Cattlemen’s Association; and
the meeting convener, the Livestock
Marketing Association, or LMA.
The fact that American cattle
growers can choose any one or all

FOOD &
FARM
FILE
By ALAN GUEBERT
three national cattle groups to represent them is a well-marbled hint as
to just how fractured the Beef Gang
remains on farm policy, meatpackers, and market integrity. Packers, in
turn, have exploited those fractures
to expand their power in the live
animal, wholesale, and retail meat
markets.
For example, NCBA has openly
lobbied against mandatory Country
of Origin Labeling on imported beef.
R-CALF, however, not only supports
COOL, it has gone to federal court
numerous times to try to have labeling imposed on U.S. meatpackers
and retailers.
Likewise, the big farm groups,
AFBF and NFU, have the same
standoff: AFBF, after first endorsing
mandatory COOL, now believes in
voluntary labeling, something no
See GUEBERT
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you last week was released.
Allendale believes that the biggest
factor was a drop in demand for new
crop which elevated the projected
ending stocks in the new crop balance sheet.
There were reports last month
that exports will be down for new
crop this coming year.
Will new crop exports be down,
or was old crop exports exaggerated which caused ending stocks to
shrink and prices to rally?
I believe we may have misinformation from China ... again!
There were reports a few months
back that China had quality problems in their long-term government
storage.
It was reported then that they
were trying to sell this spoiled corn.
They then restocked this storage
which I assume was more than their
annual needs.
Replenishing this storage was
thrown out as a reason for their high
purchase level.
True? Who knows?
Were you able to capture some of
these high prices or were you greedy

and waiting for them to go higher?
To succeed in agriculture today
you must take advantage of opportunities presented and manage those
factors within your control and use
all the tools available to manage
those factors out of your control.
I would hope some of you captured some of these market highs
using options and contracts.
However, I will bet a majority did
not because you got burnt delivering
$4.50 corn this fall when the cash
price was over $6.
So what’s ahead? With excellent
planting weather nationwide, 13%
of the crop was planted the week of
May 9.
According to the Crop Progress
report released on May 17, 80 percent of the corn crop is planted, well
ahead of the 68-percent, five-year
average for this time.
This is the third-fastest planting
pace recorded in the last 10 years.
This same report had 61 percent
of the soybeans planted.
See HALL
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A spirit of wisdom
Never in the history of the world
has information traveled so quickly.
All we need to do today is press
a few keys on our computer (or even
our phone), and we can have all the
information we need on any topic we
search.
Really?
“For what human being knows
what is truly human except the
human spirit that is within? So also,
no one comprehends what is truly
God’s except the Spirit of God. Now
we have received not the spirit of
the world but the Spirit that is from
God, so that we may understand the
gifts bestowed on us by God. And we
speak of these things in words not
taught by human wisdom but taught
by the Spirit, interpreting spiritual
things to those who are spiritual.” (1
Corinthians 2:11-13).
No matter the amount of “information” we have at our fingertips —
does that make us wise?
I say not. So does Saint Paul
when he continues, “Those who are
unspiritual do not receive the gifts
of God’s Spirit, for they are foolishness to them, and they are unable to
understand them because they are
discerned spiritually. Those who
are spiritual discern all things, and
they are themselves subject to no one
else’s scrutiny. ‘For who has known
the mind of the Lord so as to instruct him?’ But we have the mind of
Christ.” (1 Corinthians 2:14-16).
Unfortunately, today an individual can take any bit of information
and hold it out as gospel for all their
social media friends to see.
Some discern the truth of what
they read; others presume fact and

FAITH
OF OUR
FARMERS
By JOHN L. DAVIS
Deacon, Sacred Heart Catholic
Church, Chestertown, Md.
may be led into error or into “foolishness,” as Saint Paul might say.
It is the mind of Christ that we
have been given in our adoption as
children of God.
The Spirit of God, the Holy
Spirit — the Spirit of Truth — He
will show us what is true and holy
and just. The Spirit teaches us and
instructs us in the ways of God.
The Spirit is the one who opens
our eyes to the gifts that God has
given us. The Spirit reveals to us the
wisdom of God (the mind of Christ)
that dwells within us through the
waters of baptism.
This week, pray with me for
wisdom — not the wisdom that the
world gives, but the wisdom that
comes from God.
During this coming week, take
time to discern rather than research.
Ask God to help you in your decisions and have you grow in his
wisdom.
Then, perhaps most important,
ask God to give you the strength to
put His wisdom into action in your
life and spiritual practices.
And, in all things, may you glorify the Lord by your life.

The Delmarva Farmer, May 25, 2021
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Quality Used Equipment

BLU JET AT 3000 12 ROW, NITROGEN APPLICATOR, WITH GROUND
DRIVE AND RED BALL DELIVERY

Financing available through
Farm Credit Express

1999 JOHN DEERE 25 FT, 455 GRAIN
DRILL, 4” DEPTH GAUGING, PRESS
WHEELS, YETTER MARKERS, EXCELLENT CONDITION, FIELD READYJOHN
DEERE 25 FT 455 GRAIN DRILL 4”

2017 AND 2015 KUHNS 615 BALE
GRABBER, 15 BALES, LIKE NEW
CONDITION.. SKID STEER AND HOSES
($2,950.00 2017) ($2,750.00 2015)

2006 CASE 621D RUBBER TIRE
LOADER, 3006HRS.,AIR RIDE SEAT,
SINGLE LEVER JOYSTICK W/FNR THUMB
SWITCH,ADS QUICK ATTACH W/3YD.,BUCKET & PALLET FORKS, LIMITED F &
R AXLES, NEW PAINT-TIRES-BRAKES

2011 FAST SPRAYER 9613 1350
TANK,100 GAL RINSE TANK,100’/60’
BOOMS 3 SEN.NOZZLE BODIES NEW
JD SOL. PUMP 3 GAL INDUCTOR
5 SECTION CUT OFFS,USED W/JD
RATE CONTROLLER OR RAVENS

GREAT PLAINS TSF 1060 SPRAYER
GALLON TANK FT BOOM, MONITOR
WITH RADAR, FOAM MARKER, HYD
POWER CYN PUMP, LYD FOLD AND
BOOM HEIGHT, LIKE NEW CONDITION

BLEC BV250HD BLECAVOTOR
255CM, WORKING IN VERY GOOD
CONDITION.. SHED KEPT

2009 JOHN DEERE 332 SKID STEER
LOADER 2100 HRS., 2 SPEED, CAB
W/HEAT AND AC WELL
MAINTAINED, ONE OWNER

NEW HOLLAND 252 DUAL RAKE
HITCH WITH NH 258 AND NH 260
RAKES

RESTORED JOHN DEERE 3010 GAS
TRACTOR, NEW TIRES, PAINT,
ALTERNATOR, STARTER,
CARBURETOR, REBUILT ENGINE

2016 KUHNS 1534 BALE
ACCUMULATOR... LIKE NEW!!

NEW HOLLAND 648 SILAGE SPECIAL
SURFACE WRAP, APPLICATOR NICE
CONDITION
For more information call MIKE
KERN or to see a list of our
inventory, visit our website.

Legacy Equipment
Consulting LLC
Chestertown, MD

(443) 206-1236
KIFCO T200L HARD HOSE
TRAVELER, VERY LITTLE USE
600FT

OSMIS MODEL YEAR 2002, 1700
FOOT 4” ID HOSE COMPUTER
OPERATED

Visit our show room for a full listing
LegacyEquipmentSales.net

Hall ...

Continued from Page 6

Will this rapid planting pace for
corn increase corn acres more than
expected?
That has been the case in the past.
We will not know this until the
June 30 USDA Planted Acreage
report.
What about moisture? Most of
Delmarva needs a good rain. I have
seen irrigators going on 2- to-3-inch
corn.
Remember how wet it was earlier
this spring?
I have seen corn emerging around
mud holes that are now dry.
I understand the western shore of
Maryland and into Pennsylvania got
a shower this past week.
The NOAA six to-10 day forecast released on May 20 showed
above-average rain and temperatures
for much of the Corn Belt from
Missouri to Ohio and up through the
Dakotas.
Prior to this, there were concerns
about dryness through the Dakotas
and down into Iowa as reported by
the drought monitor index report that
was released earlier this season.
Worldwide, we know Brazil has
been dry for some time.
Agroconsult, a Brazilian research
firm, lowered its Brazilian corn
crop estimate down to 91.1 million
metric tonnes. In the WASDE report
released on May 12,
Conab and USDA estimated the
crop size at 106.4 and 102.0 respectively.
The AgRural estimate is at 95.5.
This appears to be significant until
we see that the World Agricultural
Supply and Demand Estimate had
the world ending stocks at 292.3
million metric tonnes for a stocks-touse of 24.75 percent, which indicates
no shortage.
The wheat tours through Kansas
have begun.
Remember how poor the crop
conditions were reported earlier this
spring?
We know that spring rains create
yields.
Day 1 results of the wheat tour
had yield estimates at 59.2 bushels
compared to the five-year average of
41.9.
Our current crop genetics are sure
amazing!
(Note: I research material from
Allendale, DTN, USDA, University Land Grants and other credible
sources in compiling this article. It
is not merely my opinion, but rather
a consensus of experts in the trade.
Looking for a marketing coach or
someone to discuss strategies with?
Contact me at jehgrain@gmail.com,
or call 410-708-8781.)

Be sure to ‘like’
us on Facebook

The Delmarva Farmer, May 25, 2021
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DFBF hosts annual 5K Milk Run/Walk on May 8

DOVER, Del. — The Delaware
Farm Bureau Foundation’s 8th annual
5k Milk Run/Walk brought in more
than 100 participants on May 8 in an
effort to better connect people to the
local agriculture and dairy industries.
Runners and walkers gathered in
person at Buffalo Wild Wings in Dover Saturday morning, May 8, for the
5k Run/Walk along the St. Jones Isaac
Branch Trail before enjoying a misty
awards ceremony and free ice cream
from Woodside Farm Creamery in
Hockessin.
“There’s a lot of misinformation that
goes on about the dairy and agriculture
industries so this event helps to get the
message out to those who are unaware.
And the ice cream is great,” Delaware
Dairy Princess Bethany Knutsen of
Harrington said.
The event benefits not only the foundation but the Food Bank of Delaware’s
Backpack program and the Ministry
of Caring’s Milk for Children Fund, as
well, according to Foundation Coordinator Kali Voshell.
“We need the help of everybody to
feed and to clothe and to shelter the
poorest among us,” Priscilla Rakestraw
of the Ministry of Caring said. “Because of this event, we can give milk
to every child that comes to the dining
See RUN/WALK
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Particpants in the Delaware Farm Bureau Foundation’s 8th annual 5k Milk Run/Walk show off their cowbell prize for completing
the course.
Photo courtesy Jennifer Antonik, Delaware Farm Bureau Foundation

Variable Chamber Baler Range
Chopper Baler

Non-Chopper Baler
BALE SIZE

5'6"

2'
Unwrapped, All forage types

BALE SIZE

Integrated Baler Wrapper
5'6"

5'6"
2'
Unwrapped, All forage types

2'
Unwrapped, All forage types

BALE SIZE

WRAPPED
BALE SIZE 3'3"

4'8"

Haylage/Silage

VARIO FEATURES

BENEFITS OF CHOPPING SILAGE

• Split Drive Gearbox
• Centralized Greasing Blocks
• Heavy-Duty Pick-Up With Adaptive Intake

• Heavier, denser bale due to expelled air
• Better fermentation for easy digestion
• Short material is processed from diet feeders
and blowers faster than longer material

(V6740, V6750 & Fusion Vario)

INTEGRATED BALER WRAPPER

(V6750 & Fusion Vario)

(Fusion Vario)
• Patented Bale Transfer System
• High Speed Vertical Wrapping Ring
• Built-In Camera System
• Adjustable net layers and stretch

Bale Processors • Mowers • Wrappers • Balers

ALLEGHENY AG
Contact Us For Your Hay Equipment Needs

Hagerstown, MD
Belleville, PA

(877) 412-4224

YOUR AUTHORIZED MCHALE DEALER
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Stressed out? Study shows eating produce can help
PERTH, Australia — A recent
study examined the link between fruit
and vegetable intake and stress levels
of more than 8,600 Australians aged
between 25 and 91 participating in
the Australian Diabetes, Obesity and
Lifestyle Study from Baker Heart and
Diabetes Institute.
The findings revealed people who
ate at least 470 grams of fruit and
vegetables daily had 10 percent lower
stress levels than those who consumed
less than 230 grams.
The World Health Organization
recommends eating at least 400 grams
of fruit and vegetables per day.
Lead researcher, PhD candidate
Simone Radavelli-Bagatini from Edith
Cowan University’s Institute for Nutrition Research, said the study strength-

ens the link between diets rich in fruit
and vegetables and mental wellbeing.
“We found that people who have
higher fruit and veggie intakes are
less stressed than those with lower
intakes, which suggests diet plays a
key role in mental wellbeing,” said
Radavelli-Bagatini.
Mental health conditions are an
increasing problem in Australia and
around the world.
Globally, approximately one in
10 people live with a mental health
disorder.
According to Radavelli-Bagatini,
some stress is considered normal, but
long-term exposure can significantly
impact mental health.
“Long-term and unmanaged stress
can lead to a range of health problems

including heart disease, diabetes,
depression and anxiety so we need
to find ways to prevent and possibly
alleviate mental health problems in the
future,” she said.
The benefits of a healthy diet are
well known, but only one in two
Australians eat the recommended two
serves of fruit per day and fewer than
one in 10 eat the recommended five
serves of vegetables each day.
“Previous studies have shown
the link between fruit and vegetable
consumption and stress in younger
adults, but this is the first time we’re
seeing similar results across adults of
all ages,” said Radavelli-Bagatini.
“The study’s findings emphasize
that it’s important for people to have
a diet rich in fruit and vegetables to

potentially minimize stress.”
While the mechanisms behind
how fruit and vegetable consumption
inf luences stress are still unclear,
Radavelli-Bagatini said key nutrients
could be a factor.
“Vegetables and fruits contain
important nutrients such as vitamins,
minerals, flavonoids and carotenoids
that can reduce inflammation and oxidative stress, and therefore improve
mental wellbeing,” she said. “Inflammation and oxidative stress in the
body are recognized factors that can
lead to increased stress, anxiety and
lower mood.
“These findings encourage more
research into diet and specifically
what fruits and vegetables provide the
most benefits for mental health.”

Resources are available to keep youth safe on farms
WASHINGTON — From developing a good work ethic to learning
responsibility, farm work instills valuable skills in youth that they can use
throughout their lives. But farm work
can be hazardous.
As the school year winds down,
more youth may be working on
farms—and keeping them safe is important. Children and adolescents are

Licensed & Insured

at increased risk for injury if assigned
tasks don’t match their developmental
level and abilities.
To help educate parents and employers about specific farm safety
practices associated with youth, the
National Children’s Center for Rural
and Agricultural Health and Safety
has created three resource booklets on
gardening, operating farm equipment

and working with animals.
Developed from the center’s Agricultural Youth Work Guidelines, the
booklets outline 50 common tasks
youth may perform on the farm, such
as operating a tractor, milking cows
and hand harvesting. They identify
hazards and include information on
proper adult supervision, training,
child labor regulations and assessing

a young person’s ability to perform a
specific job safely.
To learn more and download the
booklets, visit cultivatesafety.org/
work. Farm safety also is an important
topic for Virginia Farm Bureau, and
the organization has a comprehensive
farm safety resources website with
information for farm families at vafb.
com/safety.

QUIT
THROWING
YOUR
MONEY
AWAY!

Call us today to see how we can work to start reducing
your electric bill and reduce your carbon footprint.
Sunrise Solar serves residents in Maryland, Delaware and
New Jersey and is certified in designing and installing the
best solar systems to meet your needs.

866-398-9011 toll free
www.SunriseSolarMD.com
6408 Church Hill Rd. | Chestertown, MD 21620
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Continued from Page 5

fires without a permit; only, however,
if you are in compliance with all
other fire control ordinances.
You can often find information
about your county’s fire control
requirements online.
In Allegany, Calvert, Caroline,
Cecil, Charles, Dorchester, Garrett,
Frederick, Kent, Queen Anne’s,
Somerset, St. Mary’s, Talbot,
Washington, Wicomico, and
Worchester counties, you may set
fires without a permit from MDE as

long as the burning is in the course
of agricultural operations in growing
crops or raising fowl or animals or
in accepted forestry practice, but you
may not burn ordinary household
or barnyard trash unless you live
in an area where there’s no public
collection of such trash.
You may also use oil or gas fired
salamanders or similar devices
used specifically for space heating
or warming outdoor workers, etc.,
provided no visible emissions are
created, and you may have warming
fires for outdoor workers, provided
smoke emissions are not darker
in shade or appearance than those
designated as greater than 40 percent
opacity and the fires are located no
closer than 200 feet (61 meters) from
any neighboring habitable building.
In those counties, you can also
burn leaves and ordinary household
trash in open fires without a permit
from MDE as long as no nuisance or
air pollution is created and:
• Regarding leaves, you are in
an area where there’s no public
collection of leaves, the leaves
originated on the property, and
you’re not burning closer than
200 feet (61 meters) from any
neighboring home or place where
people work or congregate;
• Regarding household trash,
you are in an area where there’s no
public collection of refuse, the trash
originated on the premises, the house
is not a commercial establishment,
you’re not burning materials that
create dense smoke (emissions of
greater than 40 percent opacity),
and you’re not burning closer than
200 feet (61 meters) from any
neighboring home or place where
people work or congregate.
In Anne Arundel, Baltimore,
Carroll, Harford, Howard,
Montgomery, and Prince George’s
counties and Baltimore City open
fires are only allowed without
permission from September 1
of any year through May 31 of
the following year, and only for
households, provided no nuisance or
air pollution is created, and:
• Only for leaves if there’s no
public collection of leaves, the
leaves originated on the property,
and the fires are located no closer
than 300 feet (91.4 meters) from any
neighboring home or place where
people work or congregate;
• Only for ordinary household
trash if there’s no public collection
of refuse, the trash originated on
the premises, the house isn’t a
commercial establishment, you’re
not burning materials that create
dense smoke (emissions of greater
than 40 percent opacity), and you’re
not burning closer than 300 feet
(91.4 meters) from any neighboring
home or place where people work or
congregate;
• Only for oil or gas fired
salamanders or similar devices
specifically for space heating or
warming of outdoor workers, etc.,
provided no visible emissions are
created.
In Anne Arundel, Baltimore,
Calvert, Carroll, Cecil, Charles,
Frederick, Harford, Howard,

Montgomery, and Prince George’s
counties and Baltimore City, open
burning is prohibited from June 1
through August 31 except for fires
permitted or set by public officers
with control officer concurrence (see
next).
Open Fires Permitted Or Set
By Public Officers With Control
Officer Concurrence: Public
officers may set an open fire or
may give permission for an open
fire if the control officer agrees, all
reasonable means are employed to
minimize smoke, and the fire is (1)
necessary for burning pest-infested
crops or products or is agricultural
burning that is necessary for animal
disease control, (2) for good forest
resource management practices as
approved by DNR, or (3) for burning
excessive lodging for the purpose
of recropping as approved by the
Maryland Department of Agriculture
or local extension offices.
“Excessive lodging” means
a condition of farmland where
embedding of the previous crop
causes the normal use of harvesting,
tillage, or planting equipment to be
impossible or impracticable.
Control Officer May Authorize
Certain Open Fires: Depending
on the county and under certain
conditions, a control officer can
authorize certain open fires.
In Allegany, Caroline, Dorchester,
Garrett, Kent, Queen Anne’s,
Somerset, St. Mary’s, Talbot,
Washington, Wicomico, and
Worcester counties, the control
officer can issue a permit allowing
an open fire as long as all of the
following conditions are met:
• There is no practical alternative
method to dispose of the material to
be burned or to conduct the desired
activities;
• The burning will not create a
hazardous condition, air pollution or
a nuisance;
• Fire control laws or regulations
of other governmental agencies will
not be violated;
• Materials which produce dense
smoke when burned, including,
but not limited to, tires and roofing
material, will not be burned; and
• The material to be burned
originated on the premises where
they are being burned.
In Anne Arundel, Baltimore,
Calvert, Carroll, Cecil, Charles,
Frederick, Harford, Howard,
Montgomery, and Prince George’s
counties and Baltimore City, the
control officer can issue or approve
a permit allowing an open fire from
Sept. 1 through May 31 of the
following year as long as all of the
following conditions are met:
• There is no practical alternative
method for the disposal of the
material to be burned or to conduct
the desired activity;
• The burning will not create a
hazardous condition, air pollution or
a nuisance;
• Fire control laws or regulations
of other governmental agencies will
not be violated;
• Materials which produce dense
smoke when burned, including,
but not limited to, tires and roofing

material, will not be burned;
• The material to be burned
originated on the premises where
they are being burned; and
• In Anne Arundel, Baltimore,
Carroll, Harford, Howard,
Montgomery, and Prince George’s
counties and Baltimore City, the
burning will not be done within
500 yards (457 meters) of one or
more occupied buildings or heavily
travelled public roadway.
A permit may, however, be
granted for fires set in the course of
agricultural operations in growing
crops or raising fowl or animals or
in accepted forestry practice, when
distance limitations cannot be met.
That does not mean, however, that
the burning of ordinary household or
barnyard trash is allowed if you’re
in an area where there is public
collection of refuse.
Contact a local control officer or
your local fire control agency for
information about how to get an
application.
What About Waste From Forest
Management? Outside of the limits
of incorporated towns, waste from
forest management is silvicultural
or agricultural waste, and can be
burned on-site where it’s generated
as long as the burning is done in
compliance with DNR’s regulations
(see below) and, of course, all of the
other requirements of state and local
authorities (see above).
If you’re going to be burning
in woodland, within 200 feet of
woodland, or in an area where there
are flammable materials that could
ignite and carry fire to woodland,
then you can only burn waste from a
forest in an open air burn as long as:
• There is a natural or constructed
fire break at least 10 feet wide
completely around the material to
be burned that is free of flammable
materials;
• Adequate personnel and
equipment are present to prevent the
fire from escaping;
• At least one responsible person
remains at the location of the fire
until the last spark is out; and
• The burning occurs between 4
p.m. and midnight, except that when
the ground is covered with snow the
burning may occur at any time so
long as all other requirements are
met.
For any open air burn (or
prescribed burn) that doesn’t comply
with each and every one of these
requirements, you will need to
submit a plan to DNR and obtain a
permit from DNR.
And lastly, you may not dispose
of flammable material in a disposal
area (sanitary landfill or similar
public or private disposal facility)
by open air burning, unless there is
a cleared strip, free of all flammable
material, around the disposal area
at least 100 feet wide measured
horizontally, and unless a permit has
been issued by DNR.
What About Solid Waste? If what
you’re going to be burning is “solid
waste,” then, in addition to the above
See COOK
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Almost everyone lets a
word slip occasionally.
But, you won’t be
swearing at your
RICHMOND, Va. — Behind every always in bib overalls and a sun hat
. That’s because
Valley
— what is probably the epitome of the
bit of food
and fiber
® is a person with a
image of a female farmer,” said Kari
unique story.
equipment
TheValley
webinar series
“Faces of Vir-is Sponaugle of Church Hill Produce
LLC in Highland County. “We can
ginia Farming,”
presented by Virginia
manufactured
by people
Farm Bureau Federation, gives the be in slacks and a blouse ready for an
who
never
compromise
public an
opportunity
to listen
to con- interview at Farm Credit to buy more
versations
among
Virginia
farmers,
and property.
on quality.
“Then maybe that afternoon we’ll
connect with the people who grow the
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‘Real Farm Moms of Virginia’ featured in online series

products they use.
“Real Farm Moms of Virginia” was
the featured webinar prior to Mother’s
Day weekend,
participants
Trustand
the
best. discussed farm-life balance, dirty jobs
Contactabout
us women
today.
and misconceptions
in
agriculture.
“Depending on the day, we’re not

put our Muck Boots on, and maybe go
dig a ditch, get the cows in or go harvest
something.”
Sponaugle works nine-to-five as a
Virginia Cooperative Extension 4-H
youth development agent, and five-tonine as a farm mom.
That job description includes ac-

valleyirrigation.com

Continued from Page 12

regulations, you must also comply
with the solid waste regulations, and,
of course, any other state or federal
regulations.
Solid waste is any garbage, refuse,
sludge, or liquid from industrial,
commercial, mining, or agricultural
4 operations
COLUMNorxfrom
5” community
activities.
7.708”
x 5” scrap tires, organic
It includes

greater yields of high-quality products
with fewer resources.
“We’re a solar collection facility,”
she said. “We collect sunshine and turn
it into cotton. It’s biodegradable with
no plastics going into the environment.
We are running a business, and trying
to do that in the most responsible and
profitable way we can.”
Sarah Rudolph of Double R Farms
in Wythe County manages a cow-calf
operation with her husband in addition
to their off-farm careers.
They are accustomed to questions

YOU’LL SWEAR
BY THEM.
NOT AT THEM.

valleyirrigation.commaterial that’s capable of being
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countant, animal care manager, spray
specialist, mechanic and computer
technician, “and all the while you’re
also raising children, feeding families,
and if you’re married — holding that
together. You go to sleep every night
knowing that’s what you want to do,
and you’re loving it.”
Shelley Butler Barlow of Cotton
Plains Farm in Suffolk grows cotton
and other crops full-time.
“I like to have a plan and work the
plan, and I’m here to tell you that never
happens on the farm,” Barlow said. “It’s
never the same thing every day.”
But she uses her voice to share the
story of modern farming — producing

composted but which is not
composted in accordance with
regulations, or recyclable materials
that aren’t being recycled. Solid
waste also includes land clearing
debris like stumps, limbs, logs,
and brush, and construction and
demolition
debrisIMPRINT
derived from
DEALER
dwellings and other structures. A
person may not engage in solid waste
handling that, among other things:
• Creates a nuisance, including
encouraging insect or rodent
infestation or wild animals:
• Pollutes the air:

See SERIES
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discharge of pollutants to waters of
residuals are removed to a proper
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disposal site.
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More Information: For more
environment; or
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• Creates other hazards to public
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Almost everyone lets a
word slip occasionally.
But, you won’t be
swearing at your
Valley®. That’s because
Valley equipment is
manufactured by people
who never compromise
on quality.
Trust the best.
Contact us today.
valleyirrigation.com
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UMd., UMES Extension offers ‘The 4-H Wonders of Summer’
SNOW HILL, Md. — University of
Maryland and University of Maryland
Eastern Shore Extension are teaming
up to offer “The 4-H Wonders of Summer,” six one-day programs beginning
June 22 and ending July 7.
These experiential learning sessions for youth age 8-13 will be held
at various locations in Wicomico and
Worcester counties from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. The cost of each daily program is
$20. Participants are to pack a lunch,
beverage, and sun protection, as appropriate.
• June 22 is “The 4-H Wonders of
Water - the Sinepuxent Bay” held at the

Bronaugh ...
Continued from Page 2

ordinate resources to address farmer
stress and mental health challenges in
Virginia. In the fall of 2020, she helped
establish the Virginia Food Access
Investment Fund and Program, the
first statewide program of its kind to
address food access within historically

Gellings ...
Continued from Page 4
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Paul S. Sarbanes Coastal Ecology Center on Assateague Island. Participants
will try seining, learn about pollinators
and explore nature’s bounty as they
learn about the watershed.
• June 23 returns to Wicomico
County for “The 4-H Wonders of Nature and History of Pemberton Park”
exploring trails, fishing, making minnow traps, going on an insect hunt, and
playing lots of old-fashioned games as
you discover the history of the park.
• June 29 is a creative adventure
at Christ United Methodist Church in
Salisbury for “The 4-H Wonders of
STEAM” to learn about the science

of art and color. Try different painting
techniques and make unusual gifts to
keep for years.
• June 30 will brush up those fishing
techniques in “The 4-H Wonders of the
Pocomoke River State Park at Shad
Landing”. There will be a treasure
hunt and participants will make and
take home an unusual gift that can be
entered in county fairs.
• July 6 takes us back in time for
“The 4-H Wonders of Historical Crafting at the Adkins Historical Complex”
in Mardela Springs, Md. Spend the day
at the One Room School House to learn
how people lived in the 19th century.

Learn the basics of leather crafting and
how to use natural dyes.
• July 7 will be held at the Sarbanes
Center on Assateague Island for “The
Wonders of Nature’s Filters in the
Sinepuxent Bay.” Participants will
learn about oysters, dissect a squid
and expand your creative abilities by
making beautiful art from nature.
Register for each session at https://
the4hwondersofsummer.eventbrite.
com. For more information contact
Barb Barga, bbarga@umd.edu, Cindy
Morris, cmorris1@umd.edu, or Lisa
Murphy, lbmurphy@umes.edu or call
410-632-1972.

marginalized communities. She received her Ph.D. in Career and Technical Education from Virginia Tech. She
is passionate about the advancement of
youth leadership in agriculture.
Bronaugh is from Petersburg, Va,
and she is married to Cleavon, a retired
United States Army veteran. They have
four adult children.
“After a strong bipartisan vote,
Deputy Secretary Bronaugh can now
get to work at the department,” said
Senate Agriculture Committee Chair-

woman Debbie Stabenow, D-Mich. “I
look forward to working with her on a
number of key priorities. I know she’ll
do an excellent job.”
Praise for the confirmation came
from numerous agriculture groups
who said they were eager to work with
Bronaugh.
“AFBF congratulates Dr. Jewel Bronaugh on her confirmation as USDA
Deputy Secretary,” said American
Farm Bureau President Zippy Duvall.
“Not only is the confirmation historic,

the bipartisan vote is an acknowledgement from both parties that she
is focused on the needs of America’s
farmers and ranchers.”
“I know Deputy Secretary Bronaugh will work hard on behalf of
the American people, and I look
forward to continuing to work with
her as we advocate for farm families
across the nation,” said Dr. Ryan
Quarles, president of the National
Association of State Departments of
Agriculture.

emerged last spring, it was estimated
that Florida strawberry production
alone lacked 30 percent of the labor
it needed.
Specialty crops are one of the
most labor-intensive forms of agriculture that exists today. This is because most operations have a heavy
reliance on H-2A temporary agricultural workers. During the pandemic,
many of these workers were cut off
from coming to the United States
and those who were permitted had
to have special accommodations, as
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nearly 40 percent since 2011. Ultimately, though, it remains to be seen

if the challenges facing specialty
crops will limit the extent to which
producers are able to take advantage
of opportunities for growth.
Increased Innovation Among
Equipment Manufacturers
Specialty crops are often sold in
the form they are harvested, largely
because aesthetics matter to many
consumers. This has made developing harvesting equipment even more
difficult, as most people don’t want
to buy bruised or damaged fruits and
vegetables.
As a result, several manufacturers
have found ways to develop machinery that can harvest these products
in a gentle enough way, so as not to
damage the product.
Doing so has helped make the
equipment more appealing and for
some specialty crop products, such
as potatoes, harvesting equipment
has been around for ages.
However, for most, harvesting
equipment is still relatively new and
not as widely adopted.

While the mechanization of specialty crop harvesting has been slow
and very difficult due to the nature
of the crop and consumer expectations, a number of products are
already on the market today, including harvesters from AEM member
companies New Holland, Pellenc,
Gregoire, The Morning Star Company and Oxbo.
Most of these machines can
match the output of 20 people on
a per-hour basis. This goes a long
way in helping to address the labor
shortages that this industry faces,
while also providing a more secure and reliable source of food. In
reducing labor needs, machinery
also improves producer margins due
to the reduced labor cost that would
otherwise be needed.
All in all, they make the industry more attractive from a producer
standpoint through the improved
margins and a worker standpoint due
to reduced physical labor and better
paying, skilled jobs.

P
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17th Annual

East Coast Pro-Pulling
Truck and Tractor Pull

June 26, 2021 – 6:30 p.m. - Great Pocomoke Fair
2037 Broad Street * Pocomoke City, Maryland

Super Stock/Pro Stock Tractors, Pro Stock Diesel Four
Wheel Drive Trucks, Two Wheel Drive Trucks, Hot
Farm Tractors and Limited Pro Stock Semi Trucks.

Admission: $15.00 * Youth 7-12 $8.00 Children 6 and under free

Information: Call 443-614-3044
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VSU makes
scholarships
available for
ag students

11th annual Strawberry Festival slated for May 29 ...

The Delaware Farm Bureau’s Young Farmers and Ranchers Committee will host its 11th annual Strawberry Festival at
Bobola Farm & Florist in Dover, Del., on Saturday, May 29 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. The festival helps the committee raise
funds for the YF&R scholarships given out every year during the annual Antique Tractor Pull event at the Delaware State
Fair. Along with a U-Pick strawberry patch, this family-friendly event features agricultural-related vendors and several
antique tractors on display. Wristbands for children will be available for $5 each to allow for unlimited time in the Fun
Zone. Bobola Farm & Florist is located at 5268 Forrest Ave. in Dover. For more information on the Delaware Farm Bureau,
visit www.defb.org.
Photo courtesy Jennifer Antonik, Delaware Farm Bureau Foundation

PETERSBURG, Va. — The Virginia State University College of Agriculture is offering additional scholarship
opportunities for students studying
agriculture.
Newly admitted and current VSU
students interested in majoring in agricultural degree programs and who
meet all scholarship requirements may
be eligible to receive a one- or twoyear $10,000 scholarship.
The VSU Food and Agri-Science
Scholarship Program, authorized by
the United States Congress in the 2018
Farm Bill, provides students a pathway
to career success in diverse fields of
agriculture. The scholarship can be
used to cover the cost of tuition, room
and board, certain fees and books.
The College of Agriculture offers
three-degree programs: Bachelors of
Science in Agriculture, Family and
See SCHOLARSHIPS

SPOTTED LANTERNFLY CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION
Page 16

Have You Spotted Me?

Before leaving a Spotted Lanternfly Quarantine Zone, all vehicles, trailers, and cargo require inspection for any life
stages of this insect. Destroy any spotted lanternfly found and report sightings in Kent County and Sussex County to the
Delaware Department of Agriculture at HitchHikerBug@delaware.gov.

Egg Mass

Early Nymph

Late Nymph

Open Wing Adult

What
the SpottedJuly
Lanternfly?
September to May
April is
to July
to September
July to November
The spotted lanternfly is a destructive, invasive plant pest that attacks many hosts including
PROGRAM
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
grapes,
apples, and stone fruits. New Castle County and Kent County are under quarantine
for this invasive pest. For more information, visit DE.gov/Hitchhikerbug
I, ___________________________________, agree to inspect all vehicles, trailers, and cargo, before traveling within o
out of a Spotted Lanternfly Quarantine Zone.

STOP THE SPREAD

Driver’s Signature: ___________________________________
SQUASH Any Spotted Lanternfly

Date:See
__________________________
You

Firm Currently Employed By: _________________________________________________________________________
Visit DE.gov/HITCHHIKERBUG to:
Report Sightings
SPOTTED LANTERNFLY (SLF) INSPECTION
LOG in Kent and Sussex Counties
Date &
Time

Truck
(Lic. Plate)

Get a Permit for Your Business Before Moving Regulated Articles
Trailer
(Lic. Plate)

Quarantine Location

SLF Stage Found

SLF Destroyed
(Y/N)

No SLF
Detecte
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Earthworms could help reduce antibiotic resistance
WASHINGTON — Earthworms
improve the soil by aerating it, breaking
down organic matter and mineralizing
nutrients.
Now, researchers reporting in American Chemical Society’s Environmental
Science & Technology have dug up
another possible role: reducing the
number and relative abundance of antibiotic-resistance genes in soils from
diverse ecosystems.
These results imply that earthworms
could be a natural, sustainable solution
to addressing the global issue of antibiotic resistance, the researchers say.
The overuse of antibiotics in humans and animals has caused ARGs
to accumulate in soils, which could

Planting ...
Continued from Front Page

Delaware’s planting progress largely
mirrored Maryland’s. The less-thanideal weather forced growers to spend
more time prepping sodden fields, and
an early May cold snap left growers
wary of planting corn and beans due
to soil temperatures.
“Right now, conditions are good
here,” said Chip Bowling, who manages 1,600 acres in St. Mary’s County.

contribute to the rise in antibiotic-resistant infections. Earthworms consume
tons of soil per year worldwide, and
their guts have a unique combination
of low-oxygen conditions, neutral pH
and native microbial inhabitants that
could have an effect on ARGs.
However, the role of earthworms in
the spread of antibiotic resistance has
been controversial. Some studies in
controlled settings suggest that their
guts are hot spots for ARGs, which
they can spread through soil with
their movements, while other studies
indicate that the earthworms’ guts can
reduce ARG abundance by destroying host bacteria and mobile genetic
elements.

To better understand the issue,
Yong-Guan Zhu and colleagues wanted
to compare the microbiomes and ARGs
of earthworm guts with those of soils
from diverse ecosystems across China.
The researchers collected earthworms and surrounding soil samples
from 28 provinces in China. Then, they
analyzed the composition of microbial
communities in the worms’ guts and
the surrounding soil, finding that they
differed between guts and soil and also
among sites.
In addition, the team found a lower
number and relative abundance of
ARGs in the earthworm guts than in
the corresponding soil across all sampling sites.

The earthworm guts also had lower
levels of bacterial species that commonly host ARGs.
These bacteria and their ARGs
could be destroyed during digestion,
or bacteria that live in the gut could
out-compete them, the researchers
say. In other experiments, they used
controlled environments to show that
the number and relative abundance of
ARGs were higher in earthworm guts
than in their feces, and that the addition
of earthworms reduced ARGs in soil
samples.
These findings suggest that earthworms have the potential to mitigate
these genes in soils as a form of natural
bioremediation, the researchers say.

“People are making a lot of headway.
I’m kind of caught up.”
Soybeans in Maryland leapt from
15-percent planted on May 9 to 32 percent on May 16, well above the state’s
16-percent five-year average.
Growers may have been able to
reach 70 percent by late last week, said
Lindsay Thompson, executive director
of the Maryland Grain Producers.
Commodity prices may also be driving
late planting decisions, she said.
“We’re seeing commodity prices
we haven’t seen since 2015,” she said.
Bowling said he decided to switch
beans he was planning to plant due to

deer damage back to corn to capitalize
on its elevated price ($6.58 on May 20).
After a wet winter and early spring,
he said, conditions were recovering
last week.
He said he was tilling areas of his
farm to break up combine ruts and noticed the soil rapidly drying as a result.
Corn emergence in Maryland and
Delaware was 32 percent last week,
tracking with their five-year averages.
John Bruning said this year’s growing season has been ideal. He raises 500
acres of corn and 350 acres of beans in
Worcester County, Md.
“I feel like we were, if anything,

ahead of schedule,” he said. “Compared
to years past, this has been a breeze.
Last year we were fighting rain and
struggling to get it in. This year it’s
been wonderful.”
Corn and bean planting in Virginia
has been trending well above its fiveyear averages for the last two weeks.
More than 80 percent of corn and more
than 30 percent of soybeans were planted May 16.
Winter wheat heading in all three
states — 89 percent in Maryland, 70
percent in Delaware and 80 percent in
Virginia — was exceeding or closely
trailing its five-year averages.

Scholarships ...
Continued from Page 15
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Consumer Sciences and Hospitality
Management.
Within those degree programs,
students can select from 11 concentrations, inclusive of Agriculture Business and Economics; Textile, Apparel
and Merchandising Management;
Dietetics and Nutrition; Plant and Soil
Science; Pre-Veterinary Medicine and

Run/Walk ...
Continued from Page 10

room and every child that comes to our
shelter. I don’t know what we would do
without it. It is so important to us that
people care and for the Farm Bureau
Foundation to come forward every year
and say we want to help you take care
of the poorest among us.”
This year, Rakestraw said she may
have walked away from the event with
more than just donations for her organization.
“The folks at Woodside Farm
Creamery talked to me about truck
drivers and I’m going to go home and
look into starting a CDL program. It’s
all about the connections,” she said.
The Ministry of Caring is located in
Wilmington but serves people from all
over Delaware through emergency and
domestic violence shelters, child care
centers, low-income senior facilities,

Environmental Science.
For more information about eligibility requirements, a complete list of
concentrations or to apply, visit https://
www.vsu.edu/agriculture/1890-scholarship-program.php.
The number of scholarships is
limited and will be awarded on a firstcome, first-served basis until exhausted, according to the college.
Questions about the scholarship are
encouraged to be sent to Dr. M. Ray
McKinnie, dean of the VSU College of
Agriculture, at mmckinnie@vsu.edu,
or Sylvia D. Jones at sjones@vsu.edu.
clothing and furniture distribution centers, job placement services and more.
“We serve about 500 people a day
and that’s a lot of milk. It has been challenging for the ministry but devastating
for the poor,” she said. “People come
from all over the state. Some people, for
example, come as far as Sussex County
to get their teeth done. We have one
elderly couple that takes three buses
to come to our elderly clinic. People
gravitate to Wilmington because that’s
where the services are. Yesterday, the
youngest was three, the oldest [people]
were 87-year-old twin sisters who lost
their little phone answering business
and now cross the street holding on to
each other to now what is their only
warm meal of the day. These people
have lost their job and lost their hope.
We are so grateful for this.”
The Food Bank of Delaware’s Backpack Program reaches families across
the state. According to the organization,
132 schools distributed backpacks filled
with weekend meals during the 2019-20
school year reaching 5,857 students.
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Pythium ...
Continued from Front Page

In some cases of Pythium root rot, the entire root system can be infected and appear
yellow to brown.
Photo courtesy Alyssa Koehler

in the region, testing how they respond
to fungicide treatments and recording
what weather conditions help them
thrive.
Planting seed treated with an effective fungicide helps growers in the
first three weeks after planting, as the
seedling starts, but Koehler said in
the weeks after, there is a window of
susceptibility that growers have little
defense.
“There’s this small window where
the seed treatment has run its course
and the seedling is not quite far along
enough to defend itself and that’s where
these Pythiums come into play,” Koehler said. “That’s sort of the basics of
this research: What can we do in that
window?”
Pythium’s impact on a corn crop
can be significant and as high-level
management growers push planting
dates earlier, the risk of getting stung
increases if the weather turns cold and
wet for several days.
Koehler said infected seedlings can
take one of two paths: the plant dies
relatively quickly or “grows out of it”
but is significantly hindered in plant
growth and overall yield.
“Once they’re behind, they stay
behind the whole season,” she said.
In last year’s trials, she said Py-
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thium-infected plants yielded about
84 bushels per acre while the healthy
plants averaged 219 bushels per acre.
Some of the infected plants formed no
ear at all.
Masters degree students John Bickel
and Maddle Henrickson are assisting
in the data collection and Koehler said
they have identified over 15 species in
the region.
The species each have an optimal
temperature for growth and can respond differently to fungicide treatment so knowing what species is
present can better inform management
decisions, Koehler said.
“Pretty much from 50 degrees to
100 degrees, there’s a Pythium that has
an optimal” Koehler said, but most of
the species they’ve identified have an
optimal temperature in the mid-70s to
mid-80s.
Koehler said they have not found
any signs of fungicide resistance in the
identified Pythium species.
“Our products are still working but
there is some variance among species,”
she said.
Pythium is an oomycete pathogen,
which Koehler said is “fungal-like”
but not all fungicides are effective in
controlling it.
With individual species isolated
and maintained in a lab, the team
can inoculate plants in a greenhouse
setting for observation as well as trial
See PYTHIUM
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AFBF awarding $165K to farm, rural entrepreneurs

WASHINGTON — The American
Farm Bureau Federation, in partnership
with Farm Credit, is seeking startup
companies that are providing solutions
to challenges faced by America’s farmers, ranchers and rural communities.
Online applications for the 2022
Farm Bureau Ag Innovation Challenge
are being accepted through Aug. 20.
Farm Bureau will award a total of
$165,000 in startup funds to 10 semifinalists and three top winners.
Launched in 2015 as the first na-

tional competition focused on rural
entrepreneurs, the challenge continues
to identify agriculture businesspersons
providing innovation essential to Farm
Bureau members.
Last year’s winner developed
software to help farmers hire, train
and communicate with their employees. One of last year’s semifinalists
launched an urban farmer training
institute.
Ten startup companies will be selected to compete as semifinalists at the

AFBF Convention in January 2022 in
Atlanta. The 10 semifinalist teams will
be announced on Oct. 5 and awarded
$10,000 each. The final four teams
will compete live on stage in front of
Farm Bureau members, investors and
industry representatives. The winner
will receive $50,000, the runner-up will
win $20,000 and the People’s Choice
Team selected by public vote will receive $5,000.
Prize money is provided by Farm
Credit, Bayer Crop Science, Farm

Bureau Bank, Farm Bureau Financial
Services, FMC Corporation and John
Deere.
Entrepreneurs must be Farm Bureau
members to qualify as top 10 semifinalists. Applicants who are not Farm
Bureau members can join a state Farm
Bureau of their choice. Visit fb.org/
about/join to learn about becoming a
member. Detailed eligibility guidelines,
the competition timeline, videos and
profiles of past winners are available
at fb.org/challenge.

Maryland preserves 26 working farms, 3,273 more acres
ANNAPOLIS, Md. — The Maryland Board of Public Works approved
26 new Maryland Agricultural Preservation Foundation easements during
a virtual board meeting that was held
on May 19.
These easements will permanently
preserve an additional 3,273 acres of
prime Maryland farmland in Allega-

Pythium ...
Continued from Page 17

different amounts of fungicide in the
growing media to determine efficacy.

ny, Caroline, Carroll, Cecil, Frederick,
Garrett, Montgomery, Queen Anne’s,
St. Mary’s, Talbot, Washington, and
Worcester counties for an investment
of $13.6 million in state and local
funding.
“Maryland has one of the most
robust agricultural land preservation
programs in the country,” said Sec-

retary Joe Bartenfelder. “These approved easements reaffirm the state’s
commitment to ensuring farming
stays viable in Maryland and that
agricultural land is protected from
development.
“I am proud to see that 3,273 additional acres of farmland across the
state will now stay in agricultural pro-

duction forever, keeping our farmers
farming, our people fed and clothed,
and our state’s agriculture industry
strong.”
Tod ay’s ea se me nt approvals
bring the total farmland protected
in perpetuity by MALPF to 340,040
acres for a total public investment of
$838,951,682.

Temperature can be controlled in the
greenhouse for analyzing how different species grow in various climate
conditions.
This year, Koehler said they are
continuing field trials started last year
to examine the season long effects of
seedlings that are infected and also

added a component to study the impact
on nutrient uptake.
Koehler said with adequate data
collected over multiple years, she
hopes they can develop protocols for
predicting areas of a field that are likely
to get infected, protocols for real-time
analysis and eventually the capability

to tell the presence of Pythium from
soil sampling.
“I think there’s a situation where
there’s a lot of yield left on the table,”
she said. “This is one where there really
do seem to be some opportunities to
tweak management and get some of
that yield back.”

The alternative to conventional ceilings; at a fraction of the cost.

Agricultural - Industrial - Storage - Garages - Shops - Steel Buildings, etc.
• Proven Durability
• For Any Type of Building

We also install:

• Bird Mesh
• Insulation
• Energy-saving materials,
• 600lb. Polyester
replacement banding with
Stainless Steel fasteners

• Sound Reducing
• Reflects Radiant Energy

• Non-Corrosive
• Effective Bird Control

• Washable, Easy to Clean
• Brighter Ambient Light

“Your source for quality, durable, & economical ceiling systems”

888-238-9954

Mobile: (717) 926-2274 • ceilings@go-efficient.com
© Copyright Mid-Atlantic Triply Ceilings 2016
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Piglets are paying the price of mother’s heat stress
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Piglets
born to heat-stressed sows may carry
the burden of their mom’s discomfort later in life in the form of health
complications and diminished performance. Now, this so-called “in utero
heat stress” may also hypersensitize
the piglet’s immune system, potentially doing more harm than good to the
young animals, a team of Agricultural
Research Service and university scientists has learned.
Pigs are more susceptible to heat

Todd ...
Continued from Page 2

sult of living in an area with a lot of
wildlife.
Her love for animals grew out of
caring for hurt racoons and opossums
rather than the cows and horses many
of her classmates grew up caring for
and loving.
“I got into horses after the second or
third surgery,” she said. “I fell in love.
They are easy to love and to spend
money on.”
Even though horses proved expensive, Todd came to own three of them.
She became proficient in riding and
showed at the International Equine

stress due to an inability to sweat. This
places them at greater risk of health
and production problems that can add
up to millions of dollars annually in
revenue losses to swine producers.
Research has shown that pigs
experiencing heat stress during pregnancy can predispose their offspring
to complications later in life that can
lead to diminished performance,
including efficient feed use, growth
rate and ultimately, pork production.
However, less is known about how

this heat stress affects their offspring’s
innate immunity, or first-line defense
against disease-causing bacteria and
other pathogens, noted Jay S. Johnson,
an animal scientist at the ARS Livestock Behavior Research Unit in West
Lafayette, Ind.
To learn more, Johnson teamed
with his ARS laboratory colleagues
and scientists from the Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana;
the Oak Ridge Institute for Science
and Education in Oak Ridge, Tenn.;

and the University of Missouri in
Columbia, Mo.
Following established animal care
and welfare guidelines, the team
evaluated two groups of piglets. The
first group consisted of 16 piglets
born to mothers exposed to stressful
temperature cycles ranging from 79 to
97 degrees Fahrenheit during the first
half of pregnancy. The second group

Association riding circuit.
“One day I was just riding. A horse
went off in the ring, knocking people
off their horses,” she recalled. Todd
said she lost the feeling in her right
leg, something she termed “kind of
traumatic.”
The accident inspired a change in
attitude, however. Losing part of her
ability to walk made her realize how
lucky she is, she maintained.
“I try to find new ways every day,”
she said.
This approach drives her passion
with science. She has found that researching her medical challenges fostered a passion for the science involved
in medicine, especially veterinary
medicine.
To do this, Todd said she wanted
to come to Virginia Tech and study

Animal Science.
She said her mother and her doctor
tried to convince her to choose another
college, citing the challenges from its
size and typography of the campus.
Todd only applied to Virginia Tech
where she was accepted. She said her
advisors who had never worked with
someone in a wheelchair made sure she
was understanding the material. Help
was always around in the barn when
she had to change wheelchairs before
entering.
“Virginia Tech is a different community,” she said. “We care about each
other a lot.”
Gerrard said for as much as Todd
may have gotten from her college experience, the animal science department
was greatly impacted as well.
“I feel like the Department of Ani-

mal & Poultry Sciences (APSC) owes
her a great deal for simply blessing us
with the opportunity to interact with
her during her tenure at Virginia Tech,”
Gerrard said of Todd. “I hesitate to
point out the very obvious, but Madelyn has achieved at the highest level
possible in our undergraduate program.
“While her GPA is not perfect, a
3.97 is pretty darn close! In addition to
these remarkable academic achievements, she has represented the department and CALS well across campus
and has served as an undergraduate
representative on the Board of Visitors,
University Council, President’s Advisory Group and Commission of Student
Affairs, just to name a few. This type
of representation is absolutely amazing,
all while maintaining an impeccable
academic standing.”

Ketterman ... SEED DEALERS:
Continued from Page 5

Extension has tools that farmers can
use to develop a Farm Business Plan
or Business Plan Worksheets.
Now that we have looked at the
finances, let’s talk about the stress.
Prolonged stress is unhealthy, so
strategies to reduce stress are important.
Talking to others helps! Whether
that is a family member, another
farmer, agriculture service providers, professional counselors, or your
Extension agent keep lines of communication open. Bouncing ideas
off another person or learning about
resources that may help your situation will reduce stress. A healthy
diet and exercise are effective tools
to reduce stress. Find exercise that
works for you. For some that is
walking and others it may be yoga. It
doesn’t matter the type, just that you
are doing it. My final suggestion is to
get away. This can be difficult for a
farmer, when the stress is all around
them. Go for a ride, get a cup of
coffee or breakfast and enjoy being
around others.
For more information about farm
stress management please check
the UME Farm Stress Management
website at www.go.umd.edu/farmstressmanagement and to join the
farm stress contact list visit https://
go.umd.edu/fscontact. This will keep
you updated on state and national
information and educational events
related to this topic.

Automatic Farm Systems is now a full
service authorized distributor for USC
seed treating equipment. Call us for
parts, service, or new
equipment sales.
Box to box systems
or complete bin
sites. Conveyors,
hoppers, and more.

automatic farm systems
608 E. Evergreen Rd.,
Lebanon, Pa. 17042
(717) 274-5333
FAX (717) 274-5334
www.afs.products.com

See PIGLETS
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USPS celebrates heritage breeds with new stamps

MOUNT VERNON, Va. — A
colorful assortment of heritage livestock breeds are the latest American
symbols to be immortalized on U.S.
Postal Service stamps.
The Heritage Breeds Forever
stamps, which highlight 10 rare animals, “pay tribute to heritage breeds,
pre-industrial farm animals that are
enjoying renewed attention for their
versatility, adaptability and unique
genetic traits.”
The collection includes photographs of the American Cream draft
horse, American Mammoth Jackstock

donkey, Barbados Blackbelly sheep,
Cayuga duck, Cotton Patch goose,
Milking Devon cow, Mulefoot hog,
Narragansett turkey, San Clemente
Island goat and Wyandotte chicken.
A dedication event — coinciding
with the stamp set’s release date —
was held at Mount Vernon on May 17.
George Washington’s famed residence
is still home to American Mammoth
Jackstocks and Milking Devons,
breeds that were raised by the first
president.
“Mount Vernon is a place where
we invite visitors on a daily basis to

come out and learn more about these
animals, to learn more about these
heritage breeds and how they helped
build the nation into what it is today,”
said Matt Briney, vice president of
media and communications for Mount
Vernon.
“It’s great to remember what happened in the past, and I think that is
what’s really great about the heritage
breed stamps.”
Briney said he hoped the stamps
would encourage the public to learn
more about heritage livestock breeds
and the farmers who are conserving

them. According to The Livestock
Conservancy, six of the 10 breeds
commemorated in the collection are
critically endangered species, with
U.S. populations of less than 200.
Steve Hart, who raises Milking
Devons, Mulefoots, Narragansetts
and several other heritage breeds at
Hart Burn Farm near Lexington, noted
any exposure generated by the stamps
would be beneficial for the breeds.
Customers can purchase the Heritage Breed Forever stamps at usps.
com/shopstamps, or purchasing at
USPS locations nationwide.

Series ...
Continued from Page 13

about how cattle are raised.
“I’m a good steward of my cattle,
and I know I am doing things correctly,”
she said. “If I have a sick cow, it is my
responsibility to do everything I can to
make that cow better.”
She is confident in the safety of their
product.
“We just put beef in the freezer, and
we know that cattle were potentially
given medicines, and I feel comfortable
giving that meat to my children,” she
said. “There are safeguards in place to
keep (recently medicated) cattle from
ever getting into the food system.”
For information on future webinars,
follow Virginia Farm Bureau Federation on Facebook @vafarmbureau.

Rosta ...
Continued from Page 5

changed. Previously, there was no
minimum percentage of grant funds
to a microlender.
• Give microlenders the discretion
to request loan funds more often than
quarterly to meet the microlender’s
loan demand.
• Change the definitions of “close
relative”, “Indian tribe” and “rural or
rural area” to match the definitions
in other USDA Rural Development
programs.
• Increase program eligibility by
reducing the minimum application
priority score to be eligible for program funding.
• Add clarifying language emphasizing that the total outstanding
loan balance from a lender to any
one microborrower may not exceed
$50,000.
The changes took effect on May
14.
For more information, see page
26,348 of the May 14, 2021 Federal
Register.
Program applications are accepted
on a continuous basis in Rural Development State Offices which can be
found at: https://rd.usda.gov/about-rd/
state-offices
To subscribe to USDA Rural Development updates, visit the GovDelivery subscriber page.
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Continued from Page 19

of 16 were born to moms exposed to a
“comfortable” 64 degrees Fahrenheit.
The researchers then simulated a
pathogen attack on the piglets using
lipopolysaccharide, a molecule found
in the cell walls of some bacteria.
Blood samples were drawn to monitor certain markers of the piglets’
innate immune response, including
glucose, insulin, non-esterified fatty
acids, cortisol (a stress hormone) and
cytokines (markers of inflammation).
These, along with white blood cell
counts, were compared to a lipopolysaccharide-free group of piglets used
as controls.  
Among their findings, reported in
the December 2020 issue of the Journal of Animal Science, the researchers
observed:
• The core body temperatures of the
in utero heat-stressed and non-stressed
piglets given the lipopolysaccharide
were about the same.
• However, in utero heat-stressed
piglets had higher levels of the stress
hormone cortisol.
• These same piglets also had greater cytokine (markers of inflammation)
levels in response to the lipopolysaccharide challenge, which provided
evidence of a hypersensitive immune
response. The researchers worry this
could translate to greater risk of pain,

Pigs are more susceptible to heat stress due to an inability to sweat. This places them at greater risk of health and production
problems that can add up to millions of dollars annually in revenue losses to swine producers.
Photo courtesy Keith Weller

infection, organ failure and other
complications in such piglets under
real-world production systems.    
Johnson said their research dovetails with increasing concern over the
potential impacts of global climate
change on swine welfare and management — especially in regions of the
world prone to frequent or prolonged

drought and heat waves.
With support from USDA’s National Institute of Food and Agriculture,
the team is also taking a genomic
approach to preempting the effects of
in utero heat stress on piglets. Of particular interest is using genomic markers to flag traits for improved heat
tolerance in sows used for breeding.

“To achieve this goal, we are partnering with two major swine breeding companies,” Johnson said. “Our
hope is that completion of this project
will provide swine producers with a
cost-effective strategy to reduce the
negative impact of in utero heat stress
on swine in the United States and
globally.”
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Disputations and usufructs
Don’t you hate it when snobs use
$20 words when nickel ones will do?
My least favorite words at
the moment are “metrosexual,”
“shapewear” and “paradigm.”
In reading a couple books recently
I had to grab the dictionary to
find out what “disputations” and
“usufructs” were.
The wordinistas have gone
so crazy that now they’re using
several words where one worked
just fine before, like “appearance
deficit” (ugly), “gravitationally
challenged” (fat), “negative

IT’S THE
PITTS
By LEE PITTS
patient care outcome” (dead) and
“intergenerational intimacy” (I have
no idea).
Now you can add to that list “the

urban/rural interface.”
Suddenly it’s the place to be.
If you’re a bit nebulous,
ambiguous or equivocal about
what we’re talking about I have
put together a circular and will be
your docent as we reconnoiter this
anomalous land called the urban/
rural interface.
If a horse is your daily driver
you belong on the rural side of the
interface, but if “HORSE” is a game
played on asphalt schoolyards in
your neighborhood with a basketball
you definitely belong on the urban

side of the line.
If there is only five inches of
drywall and Douglas Fir separating
you from your closest neighbor I
think it’s obvious on which side of
the line you fall.
Likewise, if you are telling
someone how to get to your abode
and it sounds something like this:
“Get off the freeway at 23rd street,
turn left onto 10th and you’ll see
several huge apartment complexes.
See PITTS
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Cowhide on the soles of his boots
I wanna tell y’all a true story that
happened to a friend of mine. Big
Jim was judgin’ the rodeo at Burlington last year.
They call him Big Jim ‘cause
he’s big as a round bale and twice as
tough.
But he don’t move quite as fast as
he did in his ol’ bronc ridin’ days.
Big Jim always had a way with
animals. He roped a skunk one time
when he was a little boy and drug it
home. His dad made him unsaddle a
hundred yards from the house. Jim

ON THE
EDGE OF
COMMON
SENSE
By BAXTER BLACK
said his ol’ pony walked right into
the pond and stuck his whole head
under the water — several times.

MARBIDCO

Searching for farm financing?

MARBIDCO is now offering reduced interest rates for new loan
requests in four key lending programs. These programs include the
Maryland Resource Based Industry Financing Fund (offered
working in conjunction with commercial lenders), the Maryland
Vineyard/Hopyard/Orchard Planting Loan Fund, the Pandemic Recovery Equipment and Working Capital Fund Loan, and the Forestry Equipment and Working Capital Loan. Head over to our website
to learn more about these loan programs and how they can benefit
your farm or rural business.
For a loan application or more information, please visit the
MARBIDCO website at: www.marbidco.org,
or call 410-267-6807.
Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based
Industry Development Corporation
1410 Forest Drive, Suite 21,
Annapolis, MD 21403

He finally sold the saddle. Two
years later. In the winter.
They claim him and his dog, Pat,
cornered a 300-pound wild boar in
a thicket, unarmed, and did him in
with his Barlow.
So Big Jim is used to animals
behavin’ peculiar around him.
The stock contractor told Jim
that his blue mare would buck out
and come round to the right. Jim
positioned himself to see when the
saddle bronc rider marked’er out.
The rider called for the horse.

Guebert ...
Continued from Page 6

major meatpacker has ever done nor
ever will. NFU, like many ranchers,
strongly — and hopelessly — supports mandatory COOL.
Longstanding splits like mandatory COOL aren’t bridged in one
meeting where smiles are mandatory. In fact, despite being “committed
to the ultimate goal of achieving a
fair and transparent finished cattle
marketing system,” COOL was not
an agreed-upon “action item” by the
group leaders.
Instead, they “agreed to take to
their respective organizations” three
far less controversial, less impactful
ideas:
• “Expedite the renewal of USDA’s Livestock Mandatory Reporting” rule that requires meatpackers
to make public the prices paid for
cattle secured outside of public
markets;
• “Demand the DOJ issue a public
investigation status report and as
warranted, conduct joint DOJ and
USDA oversight of packer activity”
and
• “Encourage investment in…
new independent, local, and regional
packers.”
While the first item, renewal of
the Livestock Mandatory Reporting
rule, is important, it was likely to be
done with or without a public call
from six farm groups.
“Demand,” however, is a curious

Out they came pitchin’ and rollin’.
The cowboy was spurrin’ fer all
he was worth and the ol’ mare was
feelin’ her oats. She bucked toward
Big Jim.
He backed up ‘til he was backed
up against the front of the chute.
Ol’ Blue stuck her head right
against Big Jim’s chest and pinned
him to the fence!
She had her mouth wide open and
See BLACK
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word to use when asking anyone,
let alone DOJ, to do you a favor. It’s
an even odder construction when
paired with the softer request that
DOJ and USDA should, “as warranted, conduct joint oversight of packer
activity...”
Which begs the question: When
is oversight warranted? Would it be
“warranted” now when, as reported
by DTN May 17, packers are pocketing a record $128 per hundredweight — or more than $800 — per
slaughtered steer than what they paid
cowboys for the live animal?
Yes; absolutely, in fact. So why
didn’t the groups agree to make that
a key “demand” in their manifesto?
The final idea, invest in new, independent local packers, is rock-solid but it also depends on heavy
involvement by government for fast,
effective implementation, a two-step
that Congress rarely executes well.
Despite these modest actions,
ranchers, cattle feeders, and meat
buyers will continue to get kicked
in the teeth by packers until real
reforms — like COOL and a diligent
antitrust investigation of packers —
are implemented.
Everyone in that meeting knows
this; some, however, still can’t say it
out loud.
***
(Editor’s note: Readers are
invited to reach Alan Guebert at
agcomm@farmandfoodfile.com
or write us at editorial@americanfarm.com. Mr. Guebert’s views
are his own and do not necessarily
reflect those of American Farm
Publications.)

Pitts ...
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For dates of May 14-20

WEATHER WATCHERS

Continued from Page 22

I live in the only one on your right
that hasn’t been fire-bombed. Using
the phone by the entrance to my
apartment building you’ll get a code
from me then go up 40 stories and
I’m in 40017. Granted, it’s not the
best neighborhood in town, but it’s
only $4,700 a month! I know, I know,
I’m one lucky inhabitant. By the way,
it’s probably best to come during
daylight hours. And bring mace or
pepper spray.”
If you can’t see your nearest
neighbor and he or she is in a
different ZIP or area code you
definitely fall on the rural side of the
interface.
Ditto if directions to your ranch
sound something like this: “Go
through a town called Dirty Socks
about five miles and you’ll see a big
cottonwood tree. Turn right. When
you run out of pavement it’s still
another two miles. Just when you
think you’re lost you’ll come to a big
heavy green panel that acts as a gate.
Make sure you close it behind you.
You’ll see our house at the end of the
dirt road. Be sure to call ahead so we
can chain up the dogs and unload the
shotgun.”
If you fall in the “urban” category
you work out at a gym, eat foie gras
at an expensive restaurant called
“The Parts House,” drive an electric
car or bike, hear sirens and gun fire
all night, the tallest building snuffs
out the sun, all the fences are six feet
of chain link with rolls of concertina
wire on top to keep the criminals out,
and you suffer from something called
“urban survival syndrome.”
If, on the other hand, you live in
what used to be called “the country”
you work out at work, there’s no
vegetarian or vegan entree at the
auction market cafe, the parts
house is where the wife goes to buy
expensive tractor or truck parts, you
hear coyotes at night and more and
more the blood curdling cry of the
wolf.
You drive a combine, horse, or
four-wheeler to work, all your fences
have five wires to keep your cows in,
the tallest building in town is either a
silo or a water tower painted in high
school colors complete with a mascot
welcoming everyone to town, and
you don’t suffer from any type of
survival syndrome because you have
a big safe full of firearms with loads
of ammunition.
The word “hunting” means
different things to folks on either side
of the urban/rural interface.
On the urban side of the interface
people “hunt” for parking spaces
while on the rural side they hunt for
dinner.
To urban residents the letters BLM
stand for Black Lives Matter while
on the rural side of the interface
they stand for Bureau of Land
Management. The two organizations
have several characteristics in
common and are both sworn enemies
of those falling on the rural side of
the interface.

Andy Highland
New Midway, Md.
92, 51, 0.08

Bill Grantham
Kearneysville, W.Va.
No Report

MAEF Headquarters
Havre de Grace
84, 49, 0.00

Henry Bergfelter
Vernon, Del.
89, 38, 0.00
Kathy Ostrowski-Morris
Churchton, Md.
No Report

Bruce Bradley
Huntingtown, Md.
84, 49, 0.00

Richard Colburn
Cambridge, Md.
85, 45, 0.00

Allen Beachy
Lincoln, Del.
88, 38, 0.02

Kevin George
Easton, Md.
88, 47, 0.00
Jan Shriver
Reedville, Va.
86, 42, 0.00

(Key: Reports, in order, are: High temperature; Low temperature; and Rain total for the week)
High and low temperatures are reported in degrees measured in Fahrenheit.
Precipitation measurements are reported in inches fallen for the given week.

Next reports due on
Friday, May 28 (by 10 a.m.).

2021 PHOTO CONTEST ENTRY

Black ...
Continued from Page 22

Two 8-week-old lambs soak in the sunshine at Double J Farm in Cedar Bluff,
Va., with one draping a rear leg over the shoulder of its sibling.
(Photo submitted by Jennifer Matney)
Send ag-related photos to The Delmarva Farmer Photo Contest, Attn: “DF PHOTO CONTEST
2021” P.O. Box 2026 Easton, MD 21601, or e-mail them to editorial@americanfarm.com. (in
a .JPG or .EPS format) with “DF PHOTO CONTEST 2021” in the subject line. Please identify
people and animals in photos, and include photographer’s name and where photos were taken.
Winner will be chosen at the end of the year and receive a $100 check in a child’s name of his/
her choice.

was squeaalin’ like a cheerleader at
the high school basketball finals.
She was strikin’ and pawin’ and
flailin’ on both sides of his rigid
body.
Splinter and sparks were flyin’ off
both sides of Big Jims head.
He daren’t move a muscle. He was
less than three feet from the dumbfounded bronc stomper who was still
spurrin’ like a hound dog in a gopher
hole!
They were lookin’ at each other
with Pekingese eyes.
Silver and horsehair was flashin’
and flyin’ in furious strokes as the
rider continued to try and impress
the judge.
It can be said, he certainly had his
attention.
This continued for a three second
eternity then the mare fell back,
wheeled and mule kicked at the petrified judge.
Both hooves hit the chute simultaneously on each side of Jim’s head at
eye level. Then she bucked off down
the arena.
The other judge come runnin
over. “Are ya ok? Could ya see what
happened? Was he spurrin’ on both
sides? How’d ya mark’em?”
“Wull,” said Big Jim, “I know
the kids got the makin’s of a bronc
rider. He had his toes pointed out so
far that from where I was standin’ I
could read ‘genuine cowhide’ on the
soles of his boots!”
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AUCTIONS
WINCHESTER
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
WINCHESTER, VA
MAY 17, 2021
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
4 329
329
166.00
166.00
3 380
380
160.00
160.00
4 431
431
151.00
151.00
21 455-488 471
149.00-163.00 156.09
32 514-548 536
158.50-160.00 158.99
12 555-562 561
130.00-147.00 144.20
13 645-646 646
135.00-138.00 135.46
15 697
697
138.00
138.00
3 738
738
117.50
117.50
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 2
5 342
342
158.00
158.00
1 395
395
157.00
157.00
4 423
423
151.00
151.00
6 482
482
142.00
142.00
19 556
556
140.00
140.00
6 609
609
126.00
126.00
5 658
658
126.00
126.00
5 741
741
116.00
116.00
1 750
750
100.00
100.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 3
2 553
553
129.00
129.00
1 685
685
101.00
101.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
13 355-390 377
128.00-143.00 140.72
51 452-457 453
120.00-125.00 124.31
46 530-539 538
116.00-125.00 124.42
3 555-575 562 105.00110.00 106.71
35 631
631
109.00
109.00
10 741
741
115.50
115.50
3 805
805
89.00
89.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1-2
10 677
677
111.50
111.50
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
5 319
319
124.00
124.00
3 383
383
140.00
140.00
11 447
447
125.00
125.00
2 470
470
105.00
105.00
25 538
538
125.00
125.00
9 584
584
120.00
120.00
14 641
641
110.00
110.00
12 675
675
110.00
110.00
8 719
719
108.00
108.00

1 800
800
99.00
99.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 3
4 310
310
122.00
122.00
3 448
448
120.00
120.00
1 530
530
117.00
117.00
1 550
550
100.00
100.00
12 615-616 616 103.00105.00 103.17
1 715
715
101.00
101.00
Feeder Heifers Small 1
1 565
565
101.00
101.00
1 635
635
90.00
90.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
1 330
330
164.00
164.00
11 383-393 391 140.00163.00 158.91
10 435
435
144.00
144.00
17 475-479 478 131.00140.00 137.65
23 538-543 538 131.00132.00 131.09
2 565
565
125.00
125.00
5 632
632
116.00
116.00
7 662
662
113.00
113.00
6 755-759 758 98.00106.00 99.33
3 812
812
105.50
105.50
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
1 335
335
152.00
152.00
2 373
373
150.00
150.00
6 432
432
144.00
144.00
2 470-485 478 123.00132.00 127.57
3 548
548
121.00
121.00
11 570
570
127.00
127.00
9 655-665 656 106.00108.00 107.77
6 763
763
101.00
101.00
2 873
873
76.00
76.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 3
2 328
328
163.00
163.00
4 450-458 456 126.00129.00 128.26
1 605
605
90.00
90.00
Winchester VA Livestock
Auction
Weekly Auction for Mon May
17, 2021
All prices per hundredweight
unless otherwise stated
Slaughter Cattle 157 head
Slaughter Cows 129 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
850-1200 70.00-74.00
1200-1600 68.00-77.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker High
Yielding
1200-1600 75.00-82.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 61.00-70.00
1200-2000 60.00-68.00
Slaughter Cows Boner High
Yielding

1200-2000 69.00-85.00
Slaughter Cows Lean 85-90%
Lean
750- 850 40.00-47.00
850-1200 42.00-52.00
Slaughter Bulls 28 head
Slaughter Bulls YG 1-2
1000-1500 74.00-85.00
1500-2500 77.00-88.00
Slaughter Bulls High Yielding
1000-1500 85.00-89.00
1500-2500 88.00-102.00
Cows Returned To Farm 44
head
Medium and Large 1-2, 3-8
months bred, 4 years to aged
1000-1400 800.00-925.00
per head
Cows With Calves At Side 7
pair
Medium and Large 1-2 with
calves 175-300 lbs
900-1300 1025.00-1300.00
per pair
Slaughter Lambs 30 head
Spring, Wooled Choice and
Prime
60- 80 257.50-270.00
80- 110 280.00-285.00
Spring, Wooled Good and
Choice 1-3
30- 60
230.00
Slaughter Rams and Ewes
44 head
Slaughter Ewes
Choice 2-4 105.00-107.50
Good 2-4 115.00-122.00
Utility 1-3
92.00
Slaughter Rams
All Grades 92.00-150.00
Goats 115 head
Kids Selection No 1-2
20- 40 183.00-270.00
40- 60 400.00-425.00

60- 80 360.00-430.00
Slaughter Bucks Selection
No 1-2
70- 110
260.00
100- 150 267.00-270.00
Slaughter Does Selection No
1-2
50- 70
240.00
70- 100 220.00-240.00
100- 150 175.00-250.00
150- 250
162.50
Slaughter Hogs 1 head
Boars All Grades
300- 700
5.00

5 342
342
158.00
158.00
1 395
395
157.00
157.00
4 423
423
151.00
151.00
6 482
482
142.00
142.00
19 556
556
140.00
140.00
6 609
609
126.00
126.00
5 658
658
126.00
126.00
5 741
741
116.00
116.00
1 750
750
100.00
100.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 3
2 553
553
129.00
129.00
1 685
685
101.00
101.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
6 338
338
125.00
125.00
13 355-390 377 128.00143.00 140.72
51 452-457 453 120.00125.00 124.31
46 530-539 538 116.00125.00 124.42
3 555-575 562 105.00110.00 106.71
35 631
631
109.00
109.00
10 741
741
115.50
115.50
3 805
805
89.00
89.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1-2

10 677
677
111.50
111.50
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
5 319
319
124.00
124.00
3 383
383
140.00
140.00
11 447
447
125.00
125.00
2 470
470
105.00
105.00
25 538
538
125.00
125.00
9 584
584
120.00
120.00
LYNCHBURG
14 641
641
110.00
WEEKLY FEEDER
110.00
CATTLE SALE
12 675
675
110.00
110.00
LYNCHBURG, VA
8 719
719
108.00
MAY 17, 2021
108.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
1 800
800
99.00
Large 1
99.00
4 329
329
166.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
166.00
Large 3
3 380
380
160.00
4 310
310
122.00
160.00
122.00
4 431
431
151.00
3 448
448
120.00
151.00
120.00
21 455-488 471
1 530
530
117.00
149.00-163.00 156.09
117.00
32 514-548 536
1 550
550
100.00
158.50-160.00 158.99
100.00
12 555-562 561
12 615-616 616 103.00130.00-147.00 144.20
105.00 103.17
13 645-646 646
1 715
715
101.00
135.00-138.00 135.46
101.00
15 697
697
138.00
Feeder Heifers Small 1
138.00
1 565
565
101.00
3 738
738
117.50
101.00
117.50
1 635
635
90.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
90.00
Large 2
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
1 330
330
164.00
164.00
11 383-393 391 140.00163.00 158.91
10 435
435
144.00
Commodity
Price Basis
Commodity
Price Basis
144.00
17 475-479 478 131.00140.00 137.65
Scoular - Windsor, VA
Kalmbach Feeds - Shippensburg, PA 23 538-543 538 131.00Soybeans
$15.51 35.00
Corn
$6.83 25.00
132.00 131.09
2 565
565
125.00
Wheat
$6.71
0.00
Associated Grain, Inc. - Exmore, VA 125.00
5 632
632
116.00
Laurel Grain Company - Laurel, DE
Corn
$6.84
25.00
116.00
7 662
662
113.00
Corn
$7.33 75.00
113.00
PA
Grain
Processing,
Clearfield,
PA
Soybeans
$15.06 -10.00
6 755-759 758 98.00Corn
$7.03 45.00
Wheat
$6.06
-65.00
106.00 99.33
3 812
812
105.50
The Mennel Milling Co - West Point, VA 105.50
Smithfield Grain- East - Waverly, VA
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Corn
$5.41
-5.00
Corn
$7.32 50.00
Large 2
Soybeans
$15.61 45.00
Wheat
$7.52
70.00
1 335
335
152.00
Wheat
$6.61 -10.00
152.00
2 373
373
150.00
Triple-M-Farms - Lebanon, PA
150.00
Augusta
Farmers
CoopWeyers
Cave,
VA
Corn
$6.55 -5.00
6 432
432
144.00
Soybeans
$15.40 0.00
144.00
Soybeans
$15.19 0.00
2 470-485 478 123.00Corn
$6.79 0.00
132.00 127.57
3 548
548
121.00
121.00
11 570
570
127.00
127.00
9 655-665 656 106.00108.00 107.77
Broiler growers in the United States weekly program placed
6 763
763
101.00
101.00
188 million chicks for meat production during the week ending
2 873
873
76.00
May 15, 2021, up 6% from a year ago. Cumulative placements
76.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
from the week ending January 9, 2021 through May 15, 2021 for Large 3
2 328
328
163.00
the United States were 3.55 billion.
163.00
Cumulative placements were up slightly from the same period 4 450-458 456 126.00129.00 128.26
1 605
605
90.00
a year earlier.
90.00
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AUCTIONS
Winchester VA Livestock
Auction
Weekly Auction for Mon May
17, 2021
All prices per hundredweight
unless otherwise stated
Slaughter Cattle 157 head
Slaughter Cows 129 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
850-1200 70.00-74.00
1200-1600 68.00-77.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker High
Yielding
1200-1600 75.00-82.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 61.00-70.00
1200-2000 60.00-68.00
Slaughter Cows Boner High
Yielding
1200-2000 69.00-85.00
Slaughter Cows Lean 85-90%
Lean
750- 850 40.00-47.00
850-1200 42.00-52.00
Slaughter Bulls 28 head
Slaughter Bulls YG 1-2
1000-1500 74.00-85.00
1500-2500 77.00-88.00
Slaughter Bulls High Yielding
1000-1500 85.00-89.00
1500-2500 88.00-102.00
Cows Returned To Farm 44
head
Medium and Large 1-2, 3-8
months bred, 4 years to aged
1000-1400 800.00-925.00
per head
Cows With Calves At Side 7
pair
Medium and Large 1-2 with
calves 175-300 lbs
900-1300 1025.00-1300.00
per pair
Slaughter Lambs 30 head
Spring, Wooled Choice and
Prime
60- 80 257.50-270.00
80- 110 280.00-285.00
Spring, Wooled Good and
Choice 1-3
30- 60
230.00
Slaughter Rams and Ewes
44 head
Slaughter Ewes
Choice 2-4 105.00-107.50
Good 2-4 115.00-122.00
Utility 1-3
92.00
Slaughter Rams
All Grades 92.00-150.00
Goats 115 head
Kids Selection No 1-2
20- 40 183.00-270.00
40- 60 400.00-425.00
60- 80 360.00-430.00
Slaughter Bucks Selection
No 1-2
70- 110
260.00
100- 150 267.00-270.00
Slaughter Does Selection No
1-2
50- 70
240.00
70- 100 220.00-240.00
100- 150 175.00-250.00
150- 250
162.50
Slaughter Hogs 1 head
Boars All Grades
300- 700
5.00

ABINGDON
TRI STATE
LIVESTOCK
AUCTION
ABINGDON, VA
MARCH 14, 2021

Feeder Cattle 630 head
Feeder Steers 162 head
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
300- 400 158.00-173.00

400- 500 162.00-170.00
500- 600 145.00-155.00
600- 700 138.00-147.00
700- 800 130.00-136.00
800- 900 118.00-124.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 2
400- 500 154.00-167.00
500- 600 140.00-151.00
600- 700 132.00-144.00
700- 800 125.00-132.00
Feeder Steers Small 1
400- 500 145.00-155.00
500- 600 135.00-142.00
600- 700 125.00-134.00
Feeder Heifers 320 head
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
400- 500 134.00-142.00
500- 600 127.00-137.00
600- 700 125.00-133.50
700- 800 85.00-94.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
300- 400 130.00-140.00
400- 500 127.00-138.00
500- 600 122.00-132.00
600- 700 120.00-128.00
Feeder Heifers Small 1
400- 500 120.00-126.00
500- 600 118.00-124.00
600- 700 115.00-122.00
Feeder Bulls 148 head
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
300- 400 163.00-176.00
400- 500 146.00-154.00
500- 600 138.00-147.00
600- 700 130.00-138.00
700- 800 105.00-115.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
400- 500 142.00-150.00
500- 600 134.00-142.00
600- 700 125.00-134.00
700- 800 100.00-110.00
Feeder Bulls Small 1
400- 500 138.00-145.00
500- 600 125.00-136.00
600- 700 118.00-126.00
700- 800 90.00-102.00
Slaughter Cattle 147 head
Slaughter Cows 124 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
850-1200 65.00-71.00
1200-1600 67.00-72.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker High
Yielding
1200-1600 72.00-77.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 62.00-66.00
1200-2000 68.00-72.00
Slaughter Cows Boner High
Yielding
1200-2000 70.00-74.00
Slaughter Cows Lean 85-90%
Lean
750- 850 54.00-60.00
850-1200 59.00-62.00
Slaughter Bulls 23 head
Slaughter Bulls YG 1-2
1000-1500 88.00-99.00
1500-2500 93.00-100.00
Slaughter Bulls High Yielding
1000-1500 102.00-109.00
1500-2500 104.00-111.00
STAUNTON LIVESTOCK
AUCTION
STAUNTON, VA
MAY 14, 2021
Feeder Cattle 523 head
Feeder Steers 312 head
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
300- 400 155.00-170.00
400- 500 145.00-162.50
500- 600 130.00-167.00
600- 700 139.00-157.50

700- 800 129.00-134.00
800- 900 111.00-121.25
900-1000 101.00-121.75
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 2
300- 400 165.00-171.00
400- 500 150.00-163.00
500- 600 135.00-147.50
600- 700 139.00-141.00
700- 800 120.00-124.00
900-1000 95.00-102.00
Feeder Heifers 144 head
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
300- 400 124.00-136.00
400- 500 129.50-140.00
500- 600 120.50-126.50
600- 700 104.00-120.50
700- 800 107.00-109.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
300- 400 124.00-153.00
400- 500 130.00-146.00
500- 600 119.00-132.50
600- 700 107.00-122.00
700- 800 99.00-116.00
Feeder Bulls 67 head
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
300- 400 150.00-162.50
400- 500 147.00-162.50
500- 600 141.00-142.00
600- 700
131.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
300- 400
125.00
400- 500 130.00-155.00
500- 600 125.00-134.00
600- 700 112.00-118.00
Slaughter Cattle 33 head
Slaughter Cows 27 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
850-1200 67.00-75.50
1200-1600 64.00-76.50
Slaughter Cows Breaker High
Yielding
1200-1600 76.00-79.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 57.00-72.00
1200-2000 66.00-68.00
Slaughter Bulls 6 head
Slaughter Bulls YG 1-2
1000-1500 71.00-74.00
1500-2500 88.00-93.00
Slaughter Bulls High Yielding
1000-1500
94.00
1500-2500
101.00
Cows Returned To Farm 15
head
Medium and Large 1, 4 years
to aged, 5-9 months bred,
1250-1600 800.00-1150.00
per head
Cows With Calves At Side 2
pair
Medium and Large 1, 3 years
old with calves 200 lbs
1250 1800.00 per pair
Heifers (Bred) 9 head
Medium and Large 1, 3 years
old
950-1058 1150.00-1450.00
per head

GREENCASTLE
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
GREENCASTLE, VA
MAY 17, 2021
Slaughter Steers: High
Choice and Prime 2-3
1448-1824 lbs 124.00132.50.
Choice 2-3
1312-1540 lbs 115.00122.00.
Select 2-3
1248-1752 lbs 108.00114.00.
Slaughter Holstein Steers:

High Choice and Prime 2-3
1248-1680 lbs 94.00-104.00.
Choice 2-3
1440-1442 lbs 90.00-91.00.
Select 2-3
1254-1268 lbs 81.00-86.00.
Slaughter Heifers:
High Choice and Prime 2-3
1230-1656 lbs 123.00-126.00.
Choice 2-3 lbs
1266-1294 lbs 119.00-122.00.
Select 2-3
1360 lbs 99.00.
Slaughter Cows:
Premium White 65-75
74.00-77.00
Breakers
75-80
65.00-74.00
74.00-74.50
Boners
80-85
64.00-71.00
71.00-85.00
Lean
85-90
53.00-60.00
60.00-69.50
37.00-49.00
Slaughter Bulls:
Yield Grade 1
1024-2486 lbs 75.00-97.00.
High Dress
1456-2168 lbs 97.00-110.00.
Feeder Cattle: All prices per
cwt.
Steers: Medium and Large 1
750-800 lbs 121.00-122.00;
850-900 lbs 117.00-122.00.
Medium and Large 2
400-500 lbs 110.00-115.00;
600-650 lbs 105.00-117.50;
800-850 lbs 94.00.
Holstein Steers:
Large 3
200-250 lbs 90.00-117.50;
250-300 lbs 70.00-120.00;
300-350 lbs 92.50-97.50;
450-500 lbs 77.50-95.00;
550-600 lbs 85.00;
750-850 lbs 74.00-80.00;
850-900 lbs 82.00-83.00.
Heifers:
Medium and Large 1
200-250 lbs 137.50;
300-400 lbs 127.50-135.00;
400-500 lbs 110.00-120.00;
500-600 lbs 100.00-113.00.
Medium and Large 2
350-450 lbs 90.00-105.00;
450-500 lbs 85.00;
650-700 lbs 82.00.
Bulls: Medium and Large 1
200-250 lbs 155.00;
300-400 lbs 125.00-155.00;
450-550 lbs 147.50-152.00.
Medium and Large 2
550-600 lbs 105.00-107.50.
Return to Farm Calves:
Compared to last week holstein bull calves sold
10.00-20.00 lower. All prices
per cwt.
Holstein Bull Calves:
Number 1
96-120 lbs 210.00-250.00;
84-94 lbs 145.00-200.00.
Number 2
96-120 lbs 160.00-205.00;
84-94 lbs 75.00-145.00.
Number 3
78-120 lbs 50.00-100.00.
Utility
70-100 lbs 5.00-10.00.
Holstein Heifer Calves:
86-92 lbs 50.00-60.00
Beef Type Calves Bulls/
Heifers:
80-100 lbs 260.00-300.00.
Slaughter Hogs: No Market
Test.
Feeder Pigs: No Market Test.
Slaughter Sheep: All Prices
per cwt.
Lambs: Choice 1-3
40-60 lbs 252.50-295.00;

60-80 lbs 250.00-282.50;
80-100 lbs 260.00-270.00;
100-120 lbs 290.00.
Yearlings:
160-180 lbs 215.00.
Ewes:
Good 1-3
100-200 lbs 120.00-170.00
Utility: 100-200 lbs 52.50110.00
Rams: 150-250 lbs 97.50107.50.
Slaughter Goats: All Prices
per head.
Kids: Selection 1
20-40 lbs 95.00-120.00;
40-60 lbs 140.00-210.00;
60-80 lbs 225.00-252.50.
Selection 2
20-40 lbs 80.00.
Nannies:
Selection 1
80-130 lbs 210.00-235.00;
130-200 lbs 245.00-270.00.
Selection 2
80-130 lbs 170.00-217.50;
130-200 lbs 215.00-220.00.
Billies: Selection 1
100-150 lbs 285.00-300.00.
Selection 2
100-150 lbs 215.00-285.00.
Wethers:
Selection 1 150-250 lbs
340.00.

DILLS LIVESTOCK
AUCTION
DOVER, DE
MAY 19, 2021

CATTLE
Cows, per pound
Good .45-.84
Shelly .25
Bulls, per pound
Heavy .60
Feeders, per pound
500-1000 lbs. .70-1.20
250-500 lbs. .46-1.85
Calves
Good Bull 75.00-115.00
Good 30.00-40.00
Rough 5.00-10.00
HOGS
Sows, per pound
Heavy/Light .48-.65
Boars, per pound
Heavy/Light .05-.60
St Hogs #1
210-310 lbs. 1.05
GOATS
Stag 175.00-245.00
Nanny 120.00-262.00
Billy 95.00-265.00
SHEEP
Rams 1.52
Lambs, good 2.45-3.00
POULTRY
Baby Chicks .50-4.50
Large Roosters 8.50-22.00
Old Hens 4.75-8.50
Banty Roosters 6.50-9.00
Banty Hens 6.00-9.00
Muscovy Drakes 9.00
Muscovy Hens 7.50-10.00
Call Ducks 7.00-11.00
Other Ducks 7.00-11.00
Turkeys 18.00-51.00
Geese 27.00-35.00
Quail 2.75-3.50
Barn Pigeons 6.50-8.00
Fancy Pigeons 8.00-15.00
White Kings 18.00
Guineas 25.00-36.00
RABBITS
Small 5.00-9.00
Medium 7.00-12.00
Large 10.00-22.00
EGGS
Small .50-1.00
Medium 7.00-12.00
Large 10.00-22.00

EGGS
Small .50-1.00
Medium .50-1.00
Large .50-1.00
HAY
Good 5.00-6.75
Fair 2.25-3.00
Round Bales 10.00-30.00
PONY 500.00

MIDDLEBURG
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
MIDDLEBURG, VA
MAY 18, 2021
Slaughter Steers:
High Choice and Prime 2-3
1365-1585 lbs 124.00-128.50.
Choice 2-3
1225-1670 lbs 119.00-126.00.
Select 2-3
1240-1470 lbs 101.00-107.00.
Slaughter Holstein Steers:
High Choice and Prime 2-3
1420-1830 lbs 94.00-110.00.
Choice 2-3
1190-1430 lbs 82.00-86.00
Select 2-3
950-1310 lbs 74.00-87.00.
Slaughter Heifers:
High Choice and Prime 2-3
1360-1535 lbs 121.00-128.00.
Choice 2-3
1220-1600 lbs 112.00-124.00.
Select 2-3
1075-1100 lbs 94.00-107.00.
Slaughter Cows:
Premium Wt
70-75
72.00-79.00
Breakers
75-80
66.00-69.00
72.00-74.00
Boners
80-85
64.00-70.00
71.00-74.00
Lean
85-90
55.00-60.50
64.00-73.00
40.00-46.00
Slaughter Bulls:
Yield Grade 1
820-1835 lbs 75.00-87.00.
High Dress
1630-2205 lbs 91.50-110.00.
Low Dress
760-1055 lbs 58.00-74.00.
Feeder Cattle: All prices per
cwt.
Steers: Medium and Large 1
550-600 lbs 140.00;
700-750 lbs 132.00.
Medium and Large 2
400-450 lbs 110.00.
Holstein Steers: Large 3
300-400 lbs 84.00-125.00;
400-500 lbs 67.00-75.00;
500-600 lbs 500-600 lbs
72.00-100.00;
600-700 lbs 82.00-120.00;
700-800 lbs 70.00-90.00.
Holstein Heifers:
Large 3
400-500 lbs 72.00-74.00;
500-600 lbs 67.00-77.00;
700-800 lbs 65.00-72.00.
Heifers:
Medium and Large 1
400-500 lbs 130.00-132.00;
550-600 lbs 112.00;
900-950 lbs 97.00.
Medium and Large 2
250-300 lbs 100.00;
400-450 lbs 102.00-110.00;
500-600 lbs 100.00-110.00.
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EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

JD 9600
combine

4WD; duals;
full Kuchar kit;
JD Greenstar
System w/2600
monitor. Many
updates, exc.
cond., field
ready.

Also selling: JD 630F platform exc. shape,
field ready. JD 843 cornhead, poly, field
ready. (3) header carts also avail.

For more information/pricing call:
856-982-6239

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

SPRAYER
Sprayer. 854 rogator ,
750 gal SS tank, 60/80
ft booms, foam marker,
recent new tires, new
product pump, trimble
750 gps, Ravens 450
controller, cold A/C, 400
acres this spring, good
condition. $37,500 OBO.
Located in Goochland,
VA. Call 804-337-2319.

JD 1560
JD 1560 15’ no til drill.
S.I. belt meters and original seed cups. Monitor and markers. New
disc openers. Excellent
condition. $27,000. Call
302-242-6835

CASE IH MX 220
18.4X46 rear tires, duals
on rear, singles on front,
quick hitch, 3 PTO shafts,
4 remotes, power shift,
cab A/C and heat, AM/FM
radio, cloth cab seat and
buddy seat, diff locks,
block heater. Wheelman auto steer available
for purchase also. Very
good condition, shed
kept, very well taken
care of since owned,
kept washed and waxed.
$65,000. Call 302-6294783

EQUIPMENT
Super B AS1000, 3
phase, 388 bushel batch
dryer. $5,000. Call 252338-4871.

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Terra-force 102” heavy
duty. Used very little,
pictures available.
$4,500. Call Darrell
Hornstra, Ag Solutions of
VA. 804-514-9845.

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
ANTIQUE FARM
EQUIPMENT
Early 1900’s 2 horse
hackney box wagon,
complete with long
tongue, double trees,
folding tailboard and
original seat. Priced at
$1,800. Call 410-6732159 between 6 and 9
pm.
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
JD 11 row 7240 vacuum
planter; JD 15 foot 1560
drill w/ markers; International 2010A 10 wheeler
with 20 ft dump body.
Call 410-924-6907.

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

2013 JD S680 #54281A
2310/1571 hrs., PRWD, chopper,
GS3 CommandCenter
REDUCED TO $175,000 CL

1995 JD 8400 #60225A
MFWD, power shift, duals,
4 outlets, REMAN unit
$69,000 CH

2015 JD 6150R #45776A
4780 hrs., MFWD w/susp., part.
powershift, guid. rdy., deluxe cab
$98,000 WH

2015 JD R4038 #55193A
100’ booms, boom leveling, stainless, rec./display
REDUCED TO $135,000 CE

2016 JD S680 #64636A
2582/1781 hrs., GS3
CommandCenter, JDLink ult.
$195,000 EM

2008 JD 608C #60087A
8R30”, stalkmaster
REDUCED TO $27,000 QA

Kuhn Knight 8141 #54656A
spreader
$29,900 CL

2015 MacDon FD75-35 #54801A
35’, flex/draper, fits 2009 CIH
combines and newer
$59,000 CL

2015 JD R4045 #55272A
2954 hrs., 300 cu ft, traction ctrl.,
section ctrl., SF 3000 SF1
REDUCED TO $165,000 CE

2013 JD S670 #45650A
2855/2021 hrs., PRWD, spreader,
sidehill, GreenStar 3 2630 display
$149,995 WH

2013 JD 635FD #45647A
35’, flex draper, header height
sensing in rigid mode
$55,000 WH

2016 JD R4038 #55252A
1809 hrs., dry box 200 cuf, traction
ctrl., StarFire 3000 SF1
REDUCED TO $175,000 CE

2.25% Fixed Rate Financing on ALL USED AG EQUIPMENT!* View our complete used inventory at atlantictractor.net/used
*2.25% APR for 60 Months. Offer valid on qualifying purchases made by May 31 2021.. 2.25% APR for 60 months on used ag equipment only. Down payment may be required.
Subject to approved installment credit with John Deere Financial.

Cecilton, MD

(877) 421-0566
Chestertown, MD

E. New Market

(877) 384-2014
Edgewater, MD

(877) 421-0569

(877) 384-2026

Clayton, DE

Mechanicsville, MD

(877) 421-4683

(877) 959-6195

atlantictractor.net

Newark, DE

(877) 384-2028
Oxford, PA

(877) 421-4764
Pocomoke, MD

(877) 421-4891

Queen Anne, MD

(877) 421-5045
Salisbury, MD

(877) 361-0705
Whiteford, MD

(877) 361-0753

Monday-Friday: 7:30am - 5pm, Saturday: 7:30am - 12pm
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EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

MARYLAND AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION FOUNDATION, INC.
JOB OPENING
Executive Assistant
Position Summary:
The Executive Assistant supports the internal operations of the Maryland Agricultural Education Foundation (MAEF), including fiscal, organization, human resource and other duties
as assigned.
About MAEF:Maryland Agricultural Education Foundation, Inc., established in 1989, is
an independent nonprofit organization dedicated to increasing the understanding and appreciation of the importance of agriculture in everyone’s daily lives. With programs serving
pre-kindergarten through post-secondary audiences, MAEF signature programs include
“Infusing Ag in the Classroom” professional development courses for teachers; mobile science labs; mobile agricultural showcases and Maryland FFA. Funded by the Maryland “ag
tag” license plate revenues, gifts, grants and program fees, MAEF is an equal opportunity
employer which celebrates diversity and is committed to creating an inclusive environment
for all employees and volunteers. For more information visit www.maefonline.com.
Essential Job Functions:Administration: Manage inbound and outbound grants with team.
Assist in updating database.Oversee execution of contracts, conflict of interest statements
and MOUs annually.Process and scan mail.Maintain proper inventory of office supplies.
Fiscal:Act as an important link to CPA in accounts payable/receivable workflow.
Work
with executive director, accountant and auditor to complete annual audit. Prepare and
process correspondence and registrations.Human Resources:Maintain personnel records,
timesheets and work with accountant on payroll.Manage payroll deductions and records
for vacation/leave.Other Duties As Assigned:Coordinate meetings as required.Assist with
events as needed (banquet, golf tournament, workshops).Qualifications:Experience in
bookkeeping and contracts management.Human Resources experience to include interfacing with ADP and benefits administrators.Nonprofit background strongly desired.Familiarity
with agricultural and/or educational systems strongly desired.Proficient with Quickbooks
Online & Microsoft Office/Sharepoint.Able to work efficiently both independently and collaboratively.Must be organized, detail oriented and responsive to deadlines.Strong communication and interpersonal skills; ability to identify both problems and solutions.
Location: MAEF employees are teleworking until it is safe to return to the office. Position
will be located at the William Amoss Agricultural Center, 503 Oakington Road, Havre de
Grace, MD 21078. This employee occasionally may be expected to attend off-site events
during or outside of normal work hours.Salary Range: $25-30/hour. This is a part-time
position with no benefits. To apply, please send resume and cover letter to susanne@
maefonline.com by May 25, 2021. Email inquiries only.

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

Shenandoah Valley Livestock Sales
Harrisonburg, Virginia
In the heart of Beautiful Shenandoah Valley
Sales every Wednesday and Saturday
Special State Graded Feeder Cattle Sales the

First Saturday of Every Month

A good supply of Quality Feeder Cattle at Every Saturday Sale

Saturday Sales Times

Sheep, Goats and Hogs - 12:30 pm • Cattle Sale - 1:30 pm
State Graded feeder Cattle Sales - 6:00 pm

Wednesday Sale Times 6 pm
Graded Sales - 7:30 pm
Phone Bidding Available for all graded Sales.
(Order Buying Available)

Graded Holstein Steer Sales 2021

(Wednesdays) March 17, April 21, May 19, August 18,
September 15, October 20, November 17
For more information, please contact
Michael Ritchie at 540-820-1117
or visit us on the web at www.shenvalleylivestock.com or on Facebook.

Shenandoah Valley Livestock Sales
1044 Edom Road - Harrisonburg, VA 22802
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EMPLOYMENT

Facilities Maintenance Specialist (FT)

University of Maryland, Central Maryland
Research and Education Center, Clarksville
Facility, Ellicott City, MD 21042. Duties: Applicant should have working knowledge of HVAC
systems, electrical, plumbing, carpentry, and
mechanics to provide hands-on maintenance and
repair for multiple interior and exterior buildings at different locations. Be familiar with large
equipment, including tractors, backhoe, forklifts
& mowers. Qualifications: Bachelor’s Degree
(Biological or Agricultural Engineering); CDL Licenses (or obtain within one year) Two (2) years’
experience in overall facilities management with
emphasis on research. Additional relevant
experience five (5) years’ experience & formal
education in which one has gained knowledge,
skills & abilities may be substituted for the
degree. For more Details/Apply: https://ejobs.
umd.edu/postings/search. Search for Position #103048. Best consideration date: May
31, 2021. Questions: Contact Sherry Corbin
(410)742-1178, ext. 302. EOE/AA.

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

FUEL TANK/PUMP
1,000 gallon diesel fuel
tank and fuel pump. Electric. 302-217-2110.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
JD 11 row 7240 vacuum
planter; JD 15 foot 1560
drill w/ markers; International 2010A 10 wheeler
with 20 ft dump body. Call
410-924-6907.

ANTIQUE FARM
EQUIPMENT
Early 1900’s 2 horse
hackney box wagon, complete with long tongue,
double trees, folding tailboard and original seat.
Priced at $1,800. Call
410-673-2159 between 6
and 9 pm.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
JD 11 row 7240 vacuum
planter; JD 15 foot 1560
drill w/ markers; International 2010A 10 wheeler
with 20 ft dump body.
Call 410-924-6907.

FUEL TANK/PUMP
1,000 gallon diesel fuel
tank and fuel pump. Electric. 302-217-2110.

ANTIQUE FARM
EQUIPMENT
Early 1900’s 2 horse
hackney box wagon, complete with long tongue,
double trees, folding
tailboard and original seat.
Priced at $1,800. Call
410-673-2159 between 6
and 9 pm.

FARM EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
Lely Lotus 600 Tedder 19
foot. Can be converted
to raking mode. Sold the
cows, don’t need. Call
Darrell Ag Solutions of
VA. 804-514-9845.
JD 4640 TRACTOR
JD 4640 tractor, sound
guard cab, 150 PTO HP,
20.8-38 duals, inside
like-new, quad range
transmission, 3 sets of
6CV, quick hitch, 14 front
weights, good condition.
$17,500
OBO. Call 804-337-2319
SUNFLOWER 1434
Sunflower 1434 - 26’
disc - blades good. Call
301-663-4678
2388 CASE IH
2388 Case IH 2WD
combine plus 25ft 1020
head. Head has Crary air
well and cutterbar. 3721
engine hours/2631 separator hours. Combine in
good shape, field ready.
Bought a bigger combine.
Call 757-894-7564.
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EQUIPMENT
1998 CASE IH 2388
Combine with rear wheel
assist. Drive tires 95%.
$20,000 update in Oct.
2018, $5,000 in Oct.
2019. Includes 20 ft.
1020 flex head, this
combine has been well
taken care of and always
stored in shed. 4717
engine hrs.; 3385 rotor
hours. $45,000.00 with
head. Call Darrell Ag
Solutions of VA 804-5149845.
CASE IH 1394 CAB
TRACTOR W/ AIR
4990 hours. S.N.#
11502277, 65 HP, used
for spraying. $9,500.00.
Pictures avail. Call Darrell, Ag Solutions of VA
804-514-9845.

JD 608C CORNHEAD
Opposing knife rolls,
had deck plates, brush
chains, very nice.
$29,500. NO PAYMENT
FOR 1 YEAR! (30) other
corn heads available.
Call 800-919-3322.
JD 625F HYDRAFLEX
JD 625F Hydraflex grain
head, FANCY. Full finger
auger, good cutterbar,
$21,500. NO PAYMENT
FOR 1 YEAR! (35) other
JD 600 and 900 series
heads. 800-919-3322.
FOR SALE
New and used GT recirculating batch dryer. Call
now for winter discounts.
Buy now pay later. Call
anytime 1-877-422-0927

IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION PARTS
Over 240,000 parts to
help you manage your
irrigation and waste
water. We custom build
aluminum/cast aluminum, black/galvanized
steel, and PVC fittings.
Call 800-246-3685.
Schumacher Irrigation,
Inc. Your irrigation superstore.
IRRIGATION
EQUIPMENT
3" pipe 20' long-$15; 3"
pipe 30' long-$25; 4" pipe
30' long-$30; 3" pipe 30'
long with sprinkler head
and 24" extension-$35;
Some miscellaneous fittings available-$20 each,
email mattyfla@gmail.
com for photos, call 908475-8322 for more info.
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SEED

SEED

SEED

HAY & STRAW

HAY & STRAW

HAY & STRAW

SEED

LIME

REAL ESTATE

Seed
Cleaning
• On Your Farm
• Small Grain, Non
GMO Soybeans
• Treating w/Raxil
or Dividend
• PA, MD, DE, NJ

Ag Seed
Cleaning
717-949-8212
Enlist

BUILDINGS

for over 40 years
The finest Quality at an
affordable price
Call Harvey Byler at
302-653-0300
www.bylerbuilders.net

AG LIME SPREADING
Hi-Mag & Hi-Cal dry lime
Call Toll Free Day & Eve.
CONESTOGA VALLEY
LIME SPREADING INC.
LANCASTER, PA.
1-800-724-3277

LIVESTOCK
ANGUS COWS &
BULLS FOR SALE
Contact Roseda Farm
410-472-2697, www.
roseda.com, or email
roseda@roseda.com

HAY & STRAW

BUILDINGS

BUILDINGS

* Agricultural
* Chemical & Manure Storage
* Commercial
* Equestrian

HAY AND STRAW
From one bale to tractor trailer load. Cecil H.
Gannon & Sons, Inc.
Call days 410-822-0069
Nights: (410) 822-8381,
(410) 822-5162 , (410)
820-8453
WHEAT STRAW
Premium quality 3x4
wheat straw delivered
by truckload. Volume
discounts/contracts available. Supply available
year round. Email calebredriverforage@gmail.
com. Call/text 1-204-7126509.

MERCHANDISE
RECYCLED ASPHALTRECYCLED
CONCRETE
5 sizes to choose from.
Great for parking lots,
driveways & Chicken
houses. Also available,
Race track sand, Horse
stall mix. Dependable
Sand & Recycling. Call
(410) 822-6363

PRICE REDUCED!
90 acres +/- Atlantic
Coast Eastern Shore,
VA. 45 acres woods, 45
acres cleared with pond.
30 year old whispering
pines, subdivided for
24 homesites or build
your forever dream
home. 4 miles to bay
or ocean, 45 feet above
sea level. Close to
stores and restaurants.
$549,000 Price reduced
to $519,000! Call 757710-0070.

PRICE REDUCED!
135 acres +/- Atlantic
Coast Eastern Shore,
VA. 120 acres cleared
with pond, has minor
subdivision approved
or great spot for solar
farm, etc. 4 miles to bay
or ocean. Great farm
site. Close to farms and
restaurants. $789,000.
Price reduced to
$739,000! Call 757-7100070.
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SERVICES
WORKING CATS
LOOKING FOR
EMPLOYMENT
Do you have a rodent
problem? Free services
available. Needing to
place cats in a safe
habitat in exchange for
rodent control. Fully
vetted, large selection,
full set up provided. Call
302-547-8720.

HOOBER AND CROPCARE...
THE PRODUCTIVE WAY TO SPRAY!
TRAILER SPRAYERS

CROPCARE

(200 TO 1,000 GALLONS)

 Control options include Manual, Electric, Automatic
Rate, & Automatic Section
 2-Year limited warranty
 Adjustable axle spacing
 Boom options up to 60’
 Wide variety of spray nozzle options
 Wide variety of pump options from Ace & Hypro

®

www.Hoober.com/Crop-Care

WHAT’S COMING IN?
WHAT’S ALREADY HERE?

CHECK HERE EVERY WEEK!

ATV & ATX SPRAYERS

MIDDLETOWN, DE

(25 TO 60 GALLONS)

 Easy to operate, economical, and useful in a wide variety of
applications
 Great for spraying a small field, a food plot, or a large estate
 Comes with a One-Year Warranty
 3 Boom options - 13’ manual X-fold, 20’ manual X-fold, 20’
Boomless Nozzles
 4 Mounting Configuration Options:
h Tows behind your ATV, tractor or utility vehicle
h Attaches to your tractor with Cat 1 3-pt hitch
h Fits nicely in the bed of your all-terrain utility vehicle
h Mounts on the rack of your All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV)

3 PT MOUNTED
SPRAYERS

(110 TO 400 GALLONS)
 Control options include Manual, Electric, Automatic
Rate, & Automatic Section
 2-Year limited warranty
 Quick-attach non-drip nozzle bodies
 Boom breakaway protection
 Wide variety of spray nozzle options based
on your application
 Wide variety of pump options from Ace & Hypro

500874
208439
208441
67819
280635
74451
270089
281434
278287
278524
101640
281426
226297
281412
220511
215294
69087
281458
62866
280140
222293
281496
281461
281460
281020
255527
236231
280035
281022
280517
281359

GE RD1230-AF Corn Head
CIH 1020-30 Platform
CIH 1020-30 Platform
WD BB720X Rotary Cutter
JD 338 14x18 Baler
MF 2190 4x4 Sq Baler
ProAg 12SR Bale Stacker
Bobcat 873 Skid Steer
HM-HC Header Cart
UM HT-36 Header Cart
GP 3S-3000HD Drill
CropCare TR510 Pull-Type Sprayer
Krause 8210-31 WR Disc
Brillion X-26 Packer
GP 1300SS Subsoiler
GP 1800TT-18 Turbo Till
GP 3000TM-30 Turbo Max
JD 6170R MFD Cab
KU L5240HSTC MFD Cab
Kuhn Knight 3042 Mixer
KU L3301HST 4WD ROPS
Manitou MLT634 Telehandler
CIH 2096 MFD Cab
IH 1486 2WD Cab
NH TL100A Cab
KZ 3600-16-31 Planter
CIH 756 2WD Tractor
BH RDTH84 Finish Mower
Grasshopper 618-52 Front Mower
JD Z950M Z-Turn Mower
MF 820 Disc

SEAFORD, DE

66602
281561
53060
200447
271611
270133

CIH 2162-35 Draper
JD 446 Rnd Baler
CIH JX80 4WD ROPS
CIH MXM155 4WD Cab
CIH PUMA220 CVT MFD Cab
Meyer Mfg 9130-HFX-RT Forage Box

ASHLAND, VA

Innovative Spraying Solutions For Farms, Estates, Food Plots, Golf Courses And More!
INTERCOURSE, PA

MIDDLETOWN, DE

ASHLAND, VA

MIFFLINTOWN, PA

SEAFORD, DE

WAKEFIELD, VA

CHAMBERSBURG, PA

NEW WINDSOR, MD

717-768-8231 302-378-9555 804-798-1500
717-436-6100 302-629-3075 757-899-5959
717-264-3533 410-635-2404

BUY PARTS ONLINE AT HOOBER.COM

POCOMOKE, MD

PARTS & SERVICE

302-629-3075

277489
100841
100079
211250
281513
106681
280904
280251
280274

CIH 1020-20 Platform
WD BW180X-QW Rotary Cutter
CIH 500T-40 Drill
KU B2400HSD 4WD ROPS
LP RCF2072 Rotary Cutter
WD PRD7200-W Finish Mower
NH 315 Small Sq Baler
JD Z930M Z-Turn Mower
Krause 2417 Disc

WAKEFIELD, VA
281463

Mahindra C40052WD ROPS

AMERICANFARMPUBLICATIONS.COM
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YODERS BOOM
MOWING AND FIELD
CUTTING
Ponds, ditches, CREP,
hedge rows, driveways,
woods edge, overgrown
fields, free estimates in
MD & DE, in our 20th
Year of Service. Call
Ken at 443-480-0772.
BARN CATS
Barn Cats are the "Clint
Eastwoods" of cats…
hearty, healthy, tough,
and ready to earn their
keep! Barns Cats help
"naturally" and affordably
control rodent problems.
By placing these Barn
Cats, they are given a
job and a second chance
to do what they do best.
Barn Cats save you
money by eliminating
and discouraging rodents
from scavenging and
nesting near your feed,
crops, and home, without
poisons or messy traps
and glue pads.
We provide you with
healthy, vaccinated, and
fixed cats while you provide food, water, shelter,
and basic humane care
for Barn Cats in exchange for a rodent-free
barn and property.
Please call our Cat Department Manager Lynn
at (302) 442-1095 to set
up an "interview" with our
working cats!

CHEAP CHARLIE’S
SIGNS
Cheap Charlie’s Signs
has the cheapest sign
prices in town. Banners
* Real Estate * Decals
* End of the Lane Dairy
Farm Signs * Construction * Magnetics * Yard
Signs * Parking Lots.
We refurbish old signs.
Free mailing on all sign
orders. Bobthesignman@yahoo.com;
410-708-1341; www.
appletreesigns.com
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NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Would you like to
receive

The Delmarva Farmer’s
Early Edition?

Find out about late breaking news, or
top stories before the paper arrives in
your mail box!
It’s Easy and It’s FREE!!!
Simply call or email Megan and
provide her with your email address
and we’ll send you The Delmarva
Farmer’s Early Edition!
410-822-3965 or
megan@americanfarm.com

Have Something To Sell?
The Delmarva Farmer Newspaper can help!

For a quick easy way
to place your ad visit
our website!
Prefer to speak to
someone directly?
Call Emily in
classifieds at
410-822-3965

www.americanfarm.com
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Find the services you need with speed, just look here in the directory.

Need a Diesel Mechanic?
Diesel Rebuilding
Service Plans
Maintenance

Our Specialty...
INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTOR

The brands you trust!

717-529-3959

Kirkwood, PA 17536

Hours: M-F: 6am. – 4:45pm. Closed S&S

Looking for a seasonal
job in the
Agriculture
Simplified
Installalation
Valley Hoop
Install yourself and save
Sector?
Structures
Install available

Advertise your business
John Swartzentruber
691-3753
here for (540)
just
$40 per/
BEAT THE PRICE
week.
INCREASE FROM METAL
depending on location,
or constructor of your
choice.

Single Tube: 24’-36’ W
Sentry Series 40’-180’ W

SHORTAGE. ODER NOW

Natural Lighting
FOR DELIVERY ANYTIME
Excellent Air Ventilation
THIS
YEAR
Look
no
further,
we
have
job
opportunities!
Seeking
workers to assist in
Foundation Choices
Prepare for next
year’s hay
storagefueling
- put
mixing/loading agricultural products/crop
protection
products,
equipment and assist in odd jobsup
when
needed.
Must bePut
available
a simple
structure.
hay in to
drywork
Check
out
the
options!
long hours during prime application
season.
in custom
with less
hassle, Knowledge
better feed and
save!
Any length
application
is available!
a plus, having a CDL would be better - but not required.

Call Emily (800) 634-5021
emily@americanfarm.com
Serious inquiries call: Monday-Friday 9AM – 4PM 302-349-5055

Valley Hoop

Natural Lighting

Simplified Installation
Structures
This Space
Available!!
Better Performance
Advertise
your
business
Easy Relocation

here
forinformation
just $40
Add your
hereper/
in the
week.
Directory for only
$40 per week, call
Sale
5% off buildings odered by
March 15th

Manufactured by:
Sioux Steel Company

Single Tube: 24’-36’ W
Sentry Series 40’-180’ W

Put Livestock, Hay, Machinery,
etc., in a dry location with a
simple structure

Tiffany or Emily today!!

Call Emily (800) 634-5021
800-634-5021
emily@americanfarm.com
Check out the options!
Call for pricing and info!
John (540) 691-3753
Email:
valleyhoop@ibyfax.com

American Farm Publications

*Delmarva Farmer
*New Jersey Farmer
www.americanfarm.com
800-634-5021

EXPERTISE TO GET THE
JOB DONE RIGHT!

From design through final construction, ABC York, Inc. is a single source company you can
count on. For agricultural and commercial operations the answer is as easy as ABC York.

PRODUCTS:
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Grain Dryers
Grain Bins
Material Handling
Augers
Parts

SERVICES:
✔
✔
✔

System Design
Millwright
Service

176 Bowman Rd., York, PA 17408 • Toll Free (888) 236-6795 • www.abcyork.com

Advertise in the Business Directory for only $40
per week! Call Tiffany or Emily (800) 634-5021

JOIN US FOR SOYBEAN DAY ON JANUARY 17.
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JOIN US FOR SOYBEAN DAY ON JANUARY 11.
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W E A R E U. S . S O Y B E A N F A R M E R S

SUSTAINABILITY
SETS US APART.

IMPROVEMENT

KEEPS US AHEAD.
CUSTOMERS PREFER U.S. SOY BECAUSE IT’S
SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED.
But as demands for sustainability continue to rise,
it remains a journey of continuous improvement.
And because sustainable practices help improve the
value of your soybeans, it’s a journey worth taking.
See ways to be more sustainable and find local resources
at www.unitedsoybean.org/sustainability

www.desoybeans.org

www.mdsoy.org

